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SCIENCE, TECHNOL OG I! 
GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE 

AND active and ready, and as a workman most skilledboth in wood and 
stone. Him, therefore, they retained, on account of his lively 
genius and good reputation and dismissed the others ... 

R!?cE/ vED "And (William) now addressed himself to the procuring of 
stone from beyond the sea. He constructed ingenious machines - 

Michael T. Davis for loading a d  unloading ships, and for drawing cement and 
Mount Holyoke College AUG 3 0 1996 stones. He delivered molds for shaping the stones to the sculptors 

5_PP$/\r.- who were assembled, and diligently prepared other things of the 
C R S I T ~  3 same kind ... In the following year, that is after the feast of Saint 

ND WHAT IS WORSE, it was objected that the s c i e n c e b k s 3 ~  -. m r t i n  - (5 September 1175) before the winter, he erected four 
geometry should not have a place in these matters since Fillars, that is, two on each side, and after the winter two more 
science is one thing and art another. (The) said master were placed ... Above these and above the outside wall of the 

Jean (Mignot) says that art without science is nothing (ars sine aisles he erected appropriate arches and vaultin g..."3 
scientianihil est) and that whether the vaults are pointed or round, Notice that William not only draws plans and supervises the 
they are worthless unless they have a good foundation, and, erection of the structure itself, but he also builds cranes and other 
nevertheless, no matter how pointed they are, they have a very lifting devices-the instruments of architecture if you will. 
great thmst and weight."' This mechanical dimension of medieval architecture is one of 

So went the debate over the Cathedral of Milan on 1 1 January its most important, but unheralded aspects? As buildings grew 
1400. Are science, that is technical proficiency based on a larger, higher, lighter, and more detailed, master masons had to 
knowledge of higher principles, and art, expression through find the practical means to realize their visions. The technology 
visual form, inimical? Or are they the inseparable ingredients, the of scaffolding developed in step with the skeletal character and 
mortar and stone, without which architecture cannot exist? A forms, such as rib vaults, of ~ o t h i c  structure. The sheer quantity 
glance at The New York Times in which the Science Times of stone demanded by these enormous edifices, coupled with 
appears on Tuesday and Arts and Leisure is occupies its own pressure to speed construction and hold down costs, stimulated 
discrete section on Sunday suggests that the editors, like the both new machinery and, perhaps more importantly, innovative 
Milan Cathedral authorities, h i e  decided that "science is one strategies of the or&mization of ~roductiori .~ Whether of not he w w 

thing and art another." ~owever,the ongoing thrills and spills of was a practicing architect, Villard de Honnecourt obviously 
the architectural circus, whether the glass of the Boston John pondered the question of automation as he sketched designs for 
Hancock Building, the Centre Georges Pompidou's exterior a power-driven saw and a perpetual motion machine that con- 
structure. or ~rancois Bucher's auditorium. al& us to the con- ceivablv could be used to drive banks of to01s.~ But Villard's 
tinuing relevance iean Mignot's "interdisciplinaryw approach. machines make sense only if one imagines a uniform series of 

On the occasion of AVISTA's tenth anniversary, I would like boards dropping from the blade of the saw or identical blocks of 
to recall several facets of the relation between art, science, and masonry taking shape under the blows of automated hammers. 
technology as it concerns Gothic ecclesiastical building. For all ~ l t h o u g h  these gadgets remained on the drawing board, they 
of our professed interest in the intersection of these fields, I am reveal the first glimmer of an industrial mentality based on serial 
not sure that we have achieved anything even remotely resem- manufacture and conscious of the economy of labor. 
bling a meaningful cross-fertilization. In the following remarks, By 1220, the workshop of Amiens Cathedral had evolved a 
I want to remind readers of the technological conscio~sness that highly rationalized system based upon mass production of 
informed all aspects of construction, of the contribution made by interchangable parts, a method further refined in such buildings 
modem studies of technology to the understanding of Gothic as the Sainte-Chapelle (1241-124~).~ In turn, such a system 
building, then close with the suggestion of optics as an avenue to demanded controlling patterns to insure uniformity and a high 
further insights into architecture. I hope that in time-honored degree of precision at-the production level. Thus, the master 
medieval tradition this brief florilegium will assure us of the mason found himself spending more and more time in the tracing 
continuing vitality of AVISTA's goal to expand the horizon of house drawing molding templates, tracery patterns, and pier 
knowledge through inclusive inquiry. sections and less time down in the lodge yard chiseling stone with 

! Architecture, according to Hugh of Saint-Victor, was a branch the boys. And it is perhaps no accident that as two-dimensional 
of armament, one of the seven mechanical sciences. "Arma- plans became integral to the process of construction, the architec- 
ment," wrote Hugh, " is called, in a sense, an instrumental ture took on an increasingly intricate, calligraphic character. 
science, ... because from some material lying shapeless at hand, it What is important here is that just as Leonard da Vinci's work 
makes something intoan instrument, if Imay soname its product. as a painter led to his forays into anatomy, hydraulics, and even 
To this science belong all such materials as stones, woods, flight, art and technological experimentation were joined in 

; metals, sands, and clays. Gothic church building in a synergistic relationship. As A.C. 
"Armament is of two types, the constmctional and the craftly. Crombie, the noted historian of science, has written, "The hints 

The constructional is divided into the building of walls, which is that we have suggest that the technical tradition of the late Middle 
the business of the wood-worker and carpenter, and of other Ages played a decisive part in establishing the standards of 
craftsmen of both these sorts, who work with mattocks and modem experimental ~cience."~ Such a "scientific" habit of 
hatchets, the file and beam, the saw and auger, planes vises, the mind, formed by the balance of traditional discipline and imagi- 
trowel and the level, smoothing, hewing, cutting, filing carving, nation, is captured in the Instructions of the early sixteenth- 
joining, daubing in every sort of material..."2 century German mason, Lorenz Lechler, who counseled his son 

Hugh's generalized conception of architectural activity offers to follow the proven rules of the craft, but also to recognize that 
- ~ 

; striking parallels to the specifics narrated by Gervase of canter- design problems would be solved through judgment founded on 
bury in his account of William of Sens's labors at Canterbury personal e~per ience .~  
Cathedral following the fire in 1174. "However, amongst the The study of scaffolding, saws, and templates tells us much 
other workmen there had come a certain William of Sens, a man about the process of making in medieval architecture. However, 
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in the realm of conception and design, geometry emerges as the 
central and unifyingelement. Abbot Sugermentions with evident 
admiration that his master mason at Saint-Denis "cunningly 
provided that ... the central nave of the old nave should be equal- 
ized by means of geometrical and arithmetical instruments with 
the central nave of the new addition."lO~ven a cursory glance at 
Gothic plans and parchment drawings reveals that designs were 
elaborated from geometric skeletons. The sketchbook of Villard 
de Honnecourt shows church plans generated from a series of 
squares (Cistercian church) or from concentric circles (Cambrai 
Cathedral choir), the Laon fa~ade  tower as the product of a 
progression of turned squares, and the pitch of a spire guided by 
the triangle. 

By the late Middle Ages, geometry and its great ancient 
practitioner, Euclid, had become synonymous with the craft of 
masonry. Indeed, the anonymous author of the introduction to the 
Articles and Points of Masonry, written in England around 1400 
declared "that all science lives all only by the science of geom- 
etry. For there is no artifice nor handicraft that is wrought by 
man's hand but it is wrought by geome try... And geometry is said 
to be the measure of the earth, wherefore I may say that men all 
live by geometry." Moreover, the author goes on to say that it was 
Abraham who had taught the science of geometry to Euclid and 
"he in turn taught to (the Egyptians) the craft of masonry and gave 
it the name of geometry."1 

Geometry established architecture's connection to the realm 
of higher learning. One of the Seven Liberal Arts, it was closely 
related to music, astronomy, and optics. Just as architects used 
geometry to order inchoate piles of stone, wood, and mortar into 
environments of spiritual transcendence, scholars of the thir- 
teenth century, such as Robert Grosseteste and Roger Bacon, 
wedded geometrical proofs to their theoretical formulations to 
construct an experimental and deductive science whose ultimate 
goal, of course, was the understanding of God and his universe. 

But let us not overstate the case: the geometry of the building 
yard was not the geometry of the schoolmen. There is no hint that 
master masons ever approached it in abstract theoretical terms. 
As James Ackerman has explained, scientia geometriae to Jean 
Mignot and his colleagues in the building profession established 
ideal figures for the whole structure which were reflected in 
consistent relationships throughout the parts.12 It was this har- 
mony of parts that assured both the beauty of the work as well as 
its structural stability. Further, recent research has confirmed 
repeatedly what Lon Shelby has called the "practical" use of 
geometry by medieval masons.13 Using rigorous surveying 
methods to record the plan and CAD software to complete an 
analysis of the plan of Saint-Maclou, Rouen, Linda Neagley from 
Rice University has shown that it was enerated through the 
manipulation of basic geometric figures. lf In fact, it was the very 
simplicity of the mechanical process that insured accurate trans- 
lation from the small parchment drawing to full working scale at 
the site even in the absence of the designing architect, and precise 
execution over a ninety-year period. 

The same pragmatic efficiency governed the design of archi- 
tectural details. Clermont Cathedral in Auvergne (begun 1248) 
offers an archive of full-scale drawings that allow us to penetrate 
behind the surface of finished structure to glimpse the process of 
decision-making in design. Window tracery, the curving arcs and 
bracing struts of flying buttresses, portal gables and a rose 
window appear engraved into the paving stones of the terrace 
platform. There is a mine of information that can be extracted 
from these terse patterns, but a theoretical geometry is not among 
these riches. Ticks on base lines mark points from which arches 
were drawn, crosses establish the center points of circles of oculi 

or semi-circular lobes, and straight lines represent diameters. In 
the magnificent elevation of the arches and gable planned for the 
south transept portal (Fig. l), a base line, a vertical axis crossed 
by aline rising at a45-degree angle and connected to several right 
angles suggest a controlling framework directed by simple geo- 
metrical relationships, but their is no hint of the kind of elaborate 
geometrical web that scholars love to impose on architectural 
designs. Such a coherent diagram theoretically may lie behind a 
particular design, especially its "parchment" phase, but in prac- 
tice, masons performed geometrical actions, that is, they traced 
circles, swung arcs, or constructed hexagons, in order to achieve 
regular and harmoniously related forms. 

In raising their edifices of learning, scholars noted the par- 
ticular affinites of their labors with those of contemporary build- 
ers. Thomas Aquinas explicitly remarked the close correspon- 
dence between the architect who organizes his craftsmen and the 
philosopher who organizes all knowledge. This equation was 
echoed on the other side of the coin, for example on the tomb slabs 
of Hugues Libergier or Jean Camelin, architect of Saint-Ouen, 
Rouen. The former, master mason of Saint-Nicaise in Reims who 
died in 1263, is presented in academic garb holding amodel of his 
church and surrounded by the instruments of his profession, the 
compass, the set square, and graduated stick. Pierre de Montreuil, 
the famed Parisian mason (died 1267), was honored on his tomb 
with the epithet doctor lathomorurn, teacher (professor) of ma- 
sons. 

But we must be wary in relying on the descriptions and 
analogies penned by philosophers and theologians as an articu- 
lation of a meaningful Gothic architectural theory. Recall that 
Suger says no more about his abbey's design than that hiscunning 
mason used geometrical and arithmetical means to join the old 
nave and new choir-perhaps it was a lack of interest in such 
mundane labors, but, to my mind, his brevity also reflects an 
incomprehension of how the master was able to erect such a 
complex structure. 

Aquinas, who frequently drew upon architecture to demon- 
strate Catholic doctrine, is downright misleading on the subject 
of design. In his Summa theologica under the discussion of the 
procession of divine persons he wrote, "the likeness of a house 
(for which one could easily substitute church) pre-exists in the 
mind of the builder. And this may be called the idea of the house, 
since the builder intends to build his house like to the form 
conceived in his mind."15 However, in reality, building was not 
so much ideational as it was processual. Remember Milan. The 
foundations had been laid and piers founded, but the cathedral 
authorities still did not know how tall the building would be. 
Similarly, at Clermont, window patterns drawn on the terrace 
were never executed because when he laid out the plan, Jean des 
Champs likely was not fully aware of its consequences in the 
elevation. When he contemplated the effects of his initial four- 
unit tracery designs at full scale, he rejected them and substituted 
a three-lancet pattern. Whatever intention was in his mind when 
the first shovel went into the ground, the idea was both vague and 
malleable. 

Despite the obvious gaps between philospher and the builder, 
between science in the medieval sense and architecture, is there 
common ground which the two may meaningfully share? Erwin 
Panofsky developed the implications of Aquinas's analogy in his 
enormously influential Gothic Architecture and Scholasti- 
cism, published in 195 1, proposing that the same habit of mind 
evident in the scholastic swnmae invested the approach of 
contemporary master masons. Their search for amode of presen- 
tation combining visual logic and luminous immateriality be- 
comes a lithic parallel to the scholarly attempt to reconcile faith 
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and reason. The relentless logic of the membrification of the nave 
of Amiens Cathedral, the manifestatio of the pier design of Saint- 
Denis. and the concordantia of the west facade window of Saint- 
Nicaise at Reims are the results of a process of patient, sequential 
experimentation, based on experience and evaluation that ap- 
pears strikingly analogous to the proto-scientific method devel- 
oped by contemporary scholastic thinkers. And in considering 
the structural ingenuity of Gothic masters, Robert Mark has 
observed that the "medieval builder had available an experimen- 
tal modeling method parallel to our modem one but used the full- 
scale building as his model."16 

In this essay, I would like to move beyond the equation of the 
"scientific process" of formal or technological development with 
obvious visual order or structural rationalism to suggest an 
optical approach as a means both for recreating the guiding 
concerns of Gothic masters and for understanding the effects of 
their architecture. Let's pursue this briefly. 

Nearly forty years aio, Folke Nordstrom, proposed that the 
optical studies of Robert Grosseteste found echoes in the designs 
of the painted wooden ceiling of Peterborough Cathedral and in 
the choir of his own cathedral, ~ inco1n . l~  Constructed around 
1235, the Peterborough ceiling is composed of a series synco- 
pated lozenges. When viewed directly from below, the painted 
beams have no relation to the membering of the wall. But all of 
this changes when seen from adistance down the nave. Suddenly, 
the comers of the lateral lozenges appear to rise from the attached 
shafts and the design convincingly conveys the illusion of an 
open beam timber ceiling. Grosseteste in his De iride (On the 
Rainbow) manifests a great interest in optical illusion: "this part 
of optics, 'he writes, "has been untouched and unknown among 
us until the present time. (It) shows us how we may make things 
a very long distance off appear as if placed very close and large 
near things appear very small, and how we may make small 

- - -  

things placed at adistance appear any size we want ..." Moreover, 
the bishop of Lincoln adds, after Euclid and Ptolemy, "that the 
size, position and arrangement according to which a thing is seen 
depends on the size of the angle through which it is seen and the 
position and arrangement of the rays ..."I8 Our comprehension of 
the ceiling design is contingent both on its simple geometrical 

structure and our angle 
of viewing. 

A similar illusionary 
effect has been proposed 
for the architecture of 
Saint Hugh's choir at 
Lincoln Cathedral, argu- 
ably oneof themost quix- 
otic and unorthodox 
buildings of Gothic, if 
not Western, architec- 
ture. Its so-called "crazy" 
vaults were composed 
around two tinters 
which form asymmetri- 
cal compartments to pro- 
duce fractured sliding vi- 
sual rhvthms. Neverthe- 
less, the vaults permit 
maximal perfora60n of 

Fig. 2: From Roger Bacon, Opus Maius, 
v.l.viii.1 (London British Museum MS the clerestory wall and, 
Royal 7.~.vii.i, fol. 61v), showing shape of like the Peterborough 
glacialis (redrawn after A.C. Crombie, ceiling, when viewed 
Science, Optics and Music in Medieval from tienave to the west, 
and Early Modern Thought, London, 
1990: 195, fig. 17a.) 

appear innocently as tra- 

ditional sexpartite vaults. 
Further, the double ar- 

cades applied to the Lin- 
coln choir aisle walls cre- 
ate the illusion not of a 
flat screen, but rather of a 
passageway. However, 
judgments of its depth 
made on the basis of the 
unequal heights of the 
shafts are contradicted by 
their contrasting colors: 
the short light columns 
appear to move forward 
while the taller black 
shafts recede. The ar- 
cades not only seem to 

I I be another outicallv ex- 
Fig. 3: Clennont Cathedral, design for perimental piay with size 
north transept portal gable and rose 
windnw but an illustration of 

. 

Grosseteste's attempt to 
explain physical properties such as color as the result of quanti- 
tative differences based on geometrical structure: the purer the 
medium, the brighter the light, and the more multitudinous the 
rays, the nearer the color approached white, while the lessening 
of these factors produced a hue nearer to black.19 

Although the issue of dating is not settled, Lincoln's "crazy" 
vaults and aisle arcades appear to pre-date Grosseteste's episco- 
pacy. It is not out of the question, I think, to imagine that the 
variedoptical effects sought by ~ o t h i c  builders in general and, by 
happy accident, by the master at Lincoln in particular, stimulated 
Bishop Robert's scientific speculations. No less than Thomas 
Aquinas, Grosseteste frequently tumed to illustrative architec- 
tural metaphors in his theological writings. In turn, his and other 
scholars' interest in optics sparked masons' further experiments 
with scale and color relationships. 

I want to state clearly that I am not positing a causal relation- 
ship that moved from high thought to craft practice-r vice 
versa. Rather I want to suggest another way in which science and 
art connected, that the interaction was mutually inspiring, and 
that geometry served as the vehicle of communication. Grosseteste 
and his followers are especially important in their use of geom- 
etry as the primary experimental, methodological tool to explain 
the causes not only of optics, but of all natural effects. Thus the 
previous divide between the exclusively theoretical geometry of 
the scholar and the practical geometry of the builder began to 
break down (Figs. 2,3). 

The interest in optics is a Gothic phenomenon, both scientifi- 
cally and architecturally. Embracing a diverse array of buildings 
and effects such as the manipulation of scale and space, the use 
of color and light, even the suggestion of motion, it involved the 
discipline of geometry and the play of individual creativity. Late 
Gothic architecture can be appreciated as a period of consum- 
mate optical complexity, geometrical fluency, and constructive 
precision rather than one of neurotic decline, a time when artistic 
vision and technological skill reached an unparalleled plane of 
sophistication. 

The emphasis on vision in ecclesiastical architecture and the 
church structure's perceptual complication represent a message 
as spiritual as that of the "scholastic" structure through whose 
order and logic one gained a glimpse of the divine mind. In his 
Commentary on the Posterior Analytics of Aristotle, 
Grosseteste wrote, "But for the infirm mental sight, as our sight 
is while we are weighed down by the weight of a corrupt body, 
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are things wrapped up in appearances more visible, just as by the 
infirm bodily eye dark things casting some shadow are seen better 
than white things flooded by the full light of the sun. Therefore, 
for the human intellect as it is now in us, mathematical things are 
the most certain, because the images received through vision help 
our understanding; but for the intellect in its most perfect state, 
Divine things are the most certain ..."20 

I pose these thoughts on optics-and I would appreciate your 
responses and suggestions-first, to suggest an avenue of inquiry 
that transcends the particular and embraces a broad range of 
Gothic architecture. The emphasis on single buildings, local 
schools, and regional styles has re-shaped the field of study by 
looking beyond the French High Gothic paradigm. But does 
showcasing the dazzling variety of European architecture be- 
tween the twelfth and sixteenth centuries mean that we must 
renounce the search for common conceptual or perceptual frame- 
works in which S. Francesco at Assisi, Saint-Urbain in Troyes, 
and Bristol Cathedral may be set in relation to one another? 
Second, as I have sketched out above, the answers to scientific 
and technological questions have made fundamental conmbu- 
tions to the study of architectural history, and new technologi- 
cally sophisticated tools offer exciting possibilities for the pre- 
cise recording, wide sharing, and inventive analysis of building 
design and construction. At the same time, we must not imagine 
that further insights are only a matter of more memory chips or 
new software packages. Continued interrogation of monuments 
from scientific and technological perspectives must play a key 
role in our ongoing research. Finally, despite the intense scrutiny 
of planning and production, of Gothic architecture as a site of 
liturgical performance or social conflict, we know little about the 
way these structures were intended to be seen. The exploration of 
optics holds the promise of illuminating the fundamental experi- 
ence of a Gothic edifice which, I would argue, was and still is 
visual. Recall that John opens his vision of the Celestial Jerusa- 
lem, the ultimate model for all Gothic churches, with the words, 
"And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of 
heaven from God, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband ..." 
(Revelation 2 1 : 2) 
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quoted in Crombie, Robert Grosseteste: 129. *:* 
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REVIEW ARTICLE 
Return To Beauvais: The Design of the Gothic Choir 
Stephen Murray 
Columbia University 

A LAM GUERREAU, Edifices mbdibvaux, organisation de I'espace 
apropos de la cathe'drale de Beauvais, Annales. Econornie, 

Soci6t6s, Civilisations, 42,1992: 87-106, has recently proposed 
a new theory of medieval architectural spatial design. Using 
Beauvais Cathedral as a specimen, Guerreau seeks to demon- 
strate that medieval churches were designed entirely around the 
spaces between wall surfaces through the stretching end-to-end 
of linear units which at Beauvais are said to correspond to a 
"twenty-two foot royal perch." Guerreau's demonstration pro- 
vides a reassuringly simple skeleton for the cathedral (Fig. 4). 
Points of axis, the placement of supports, bay divisions, the 

Beauvais Cathedral, 
plan with geometrical 
system proposed by 
Ahin G u e m u  

elevation showing 
applicahahon of 
modular units 

thickness of walls and buttresses-all these features of the Gothic 
edifice that had engaged the interest of previous students of 
medieval architectural design are, in this author's simple linear 
scheme of things, quite irrelevant. 

I am glad of this chance to assess Alain Guerreau's thesis, 
especially since he makes heavy use of the material-graphic and 
written-published in my book, Beauvais Cathedral, Architec- 
ture of Transcendence, Princeton, 1989. While he emphasizes 
his own original work upon the plan of the Beauvais choir that I 
had prepared for my publications ("working on the plan with 
ruler and compass....") essentially, what he has done is to take a 
linear module that I had documented as unifying plan and 
elevation (a unit of about seven meters designated as "B" in Fig. 

5), and, translating it as a "royal perch of 22 feet," to apply it 
slightly differently and in a couple of additional locations. In his 
enthusiasm on having "discovered" a coherent geometric scheme 
"'strong, simple and elegant" that unifies the entire edifice, Alain 
Guerreau departs from normal scholarly expectations concem- 
ing proper acknowledgment of dependence upon existing pub- 
lished w0rk.l He concludes that his work provides irrefutable 
proof that the entire choir of Beauvais Cathedral conforms to a 
scheme devised at the start, invalidating any argument that the 
intended form of the cathedral might have been modified in 
response to the half-century that intervened between conception 
and completion (1 225 to 1272). In this way Guerreau converts the 
cathedral from an historic entity, responding in various ways to 
accompanying events, to a purely intellectual phenomenon, 
created in a vacuum. 

I will return to this logical structure (or lack thereof) at a later 
point-let us begin with a closer look at the interaction between 
Alain Guerreau's interpretation of the planning of the edifice and 
my own. 

I think that the reader of my Beauvais book was easily able to 
recognize the significance that I had attached to the module 
designated "B"-I documented its use to fix the spans of the choir 
aisles and the height of the inner aisle (Fig. 5) and to fix the width 
of the openings of the radiating chapels-thus running through 
the entire choir; plan and elevation. Yet only grudgingly does 
Guerreau concede that the significance of the unit had "not 
altogether escaped" me.2 I had interpreted the unit as running 
from axis point to axis point in the aisles; he wishes to take it from 
wall surface to wall surface. Since the diameter of the piers of the 
main arcade and the intermediary aisle piers (at the west end of 
the choir) is the same, Guerreau might have recognized that his 
conclusion is simply the expression of the same finding in a 
different way. He finds six such units running across the lateral 
spread of the edifice; my own finding was that this total lateral 
spread could best be understood in terms of three great modules, 
indicated as "A" on my schema. My module "A" (the existence 
of which Guerreau refuses to recognize) is to be understood as the 
span of the main vessel axis-to-axis, or about 15.35m.~ Projected 
laterally three times "A" embraces (going just beyond) the 
exterior surfaces of the aisle wall, thus unifying the entire plan. 
Projected upwards "A" gives the height of the arcade capitals, 
and three times "A" goes just beyond the high vault. My module 
"A" is obviously rather more than twice my module "B" which 
corresponds to Guerreau's "royal perch." The relationship be- 
tween "A" and "B", not fully explored in my book, has subse- 
quently become clear to me. It will be argued here that it resulted 
from the use of a short Roman foot, and can be understood in 
terms of modules of 52 and 24 feet. 

Alain Guerreau, by his own admission, has not conducted a 
systematic campaign of measurement in the Beauvais choir and 
refrains from telling us precisely what he has measured and what 
methods have been employed. In thechoir central vessel he wants 
(p. 88) to fit two "perches" between the interior faces of the 
clerestory wall. Guerreau's diagram (here reproduced as Fig 4) 
thus puts side-by-side modules derived from the top of building 
and from the bottom. The reader is not reminded that in the choir 
straight bays the clerestory wall was rebuilt after the collapse of 
1284 and is, in its present form, heavily distorted as a result of 
structural distress. At the level of the main arcade the divisions 
between the 0.708m.."royal perch" units thickly sketched by 
Alain Guerreau on my small-scale plan fall not on the surfaces, 
but well within the mass of the arcade walls in the main vessel (by 
some twenty  centimeter^).^ The intervals between the wall 
surfaces of the main vessel, the intermediary aisle and the outer 
wall are, in fact, not the same, the outermost span being about 
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'0.25m. greater than the others. Alain Guerreau's experience of 
medieval architecture has suggested to him that walls are never 
straight; that irregularity is the norm; he is thus ready to work 
within rather generous error margins as far as his own conclu- 
sions are concerned. However, while such irregularity or non- 
conformity may be characteristic of the small Romanesque 
churches of Milcon previously studied by Guerreau, the great 
northern French cathedrals of the Gothic era (especially Beauvais 
and Amiens) embody a level ofprecision that is, for the most part, 
truly extraordinary. 

Thus, the lateral alignment of the divisions between the 
"royal perches" postulated by Alain Guerreau with the wall 
surfaces of the Beauvais choir is, to say the least, problematic. 
Moreover, we might ask why masons laying out a building would 
choose to work from points corresponding to wall surfaces that 
did not even exist at the time? It makes more sense to begin with 
axis points of supports and responds. And a module of around 
seven meters does, indeed, fit neatly between the axis points of 
the piers of the double aisles just as I had originally documented 
with my unit "B" ( Fig. 5). 

If the non-alignment of the divisions in Guerreau's six- 
module lateral spread with meaningful points or surfaces in the 
edifice is problematic, the longitudinal placement of four such 
units in aneastwest directionentirely fails to locate the centerpoint 
of the hemicycle. Alain Guerreau does not tell us how he has 
established this centerpoint. It took me a week or more of 
surveying using a dumpy level and a combination of direct 
measurement, triangulation and quadrangulation to construct the 
center point on a large-scale (150) plan. According to my plan, 
four modules stretched from the center of the eastern crossing 
arch would over-reach the center of the hemicycle by more than 
halfa meter.6 Here one cannot accept Guerreau's customary plea 
for a generous error margin, since the precise placing of this 
center point is critical to so many other elements in the design of 
the hemicycle, ambulatory and radiating chapels. 

I had already documented the use of module "B" to fix the 
spans of the openings of the radiating chapels; Alain Guerreau 
goes further to suggest that the depth of the chapels is fixed by 
means of an equilateral mangle. When tested upon the large- 
scale plan his scheme is found to be far from applicable for the 
two westernmost chapels at the base of the system, but it does 
more-or-less apply to the others.' 

Alain Guerreau wants the entire elevation to be fixed through 
the application of a unified geometric schema. I myself had also 
projected the modules found in the plan into the elevation (Fig. 
5) suggesting that we understand the section as being conceived 
roughly around a square (ad quadratum). Guerreau is honest in 
admitting (his Fig. B, p.89) that the greattriangle that he imposes 
upon the small-scale section falls well short (about a meter, 
according to the original large-scale photogrammetric rendering) 
of the vault keystone.8 Since these are, in any case, rebuilt vaults, 
it is vain to insist upon absolute vertical geometric integrity here. 
I have attempted here to deal energetically and accurately with 
the scheme proposed by Alain Guerreau, isolating and acknowl- 
edging the original and accurate contributions that he has made. 
First, it seems to me that six module "B"s ("royal perches?") will, 
indeed, extend laterally across the choir inside the wall surfaces 
of the outer aisles, the divisions falling generally within the mass 
of the wall surfaces of the arcade of the main vessel and aisles. 
Second, five of the seven radiating chapels do, indeed, embody 
something quite close to triangular integrity. However, attempts 
to extend the "royal perchv-based scheme in an east-west direc- 
tion or vertically fail on account of substantial error margins (fifty 
centimeters to a meter).9 Since Alain Guerreau's theory of spatial 
design precludes any discussion of axis points or bay divisions, 

his treatment of the Beauvais plan leaves much unexplained. We 
are told that the placement of the piers of the main arcade was 
"more or less guessed at" (placts plus au moins 'au jugt'). This 
means that the entire bay system of the choir was the result of 
improvisation, escaping from Guerreau's elegant scheme. The 
transept escapes also-yet this magnificent aisled vessel, origi- 
nally intended to bear twin towers flanking each fagade, was 
obviously a critical part of the initial designer's vision. This is 
like surveying a landscape with ninety-percent of the vision 
firmly blocked, and constructing a dogmatic unifying theory 
based upon a simplification of the narrow segment still visible. 

It is on the basis of such a slender contribution, so closely 
linked with, and dependent upon, plans and schemes that I myself 
had originally proposed, that Alain Guerreau assumes his conten- 
tious and "magisterial" tone, veering between oily condescen- 
sion and gratuitous sarcasm. The reader of his piece cannot fail 
to come away with the impression that involved here are issues 
that go beyond rods, poles or perches. 

Galvanized by Alain Guerreau's bracing commentary, I re- 
turned tomy owninitial proposals and the raw material (measure- 
ments; large-scale plans and sections etc) that lay behind them. 
Essentially, I had proposed that each end of the Beauvais choir- 
west and east--embodied a tightly organized geometric scheme, 
but that the middle (especially in the eastern straight bay) was 
characterized by a certain degree of looseness that included a 
slight twist in the relation between the axis of the hemicycle and 
the body of the choir. This interpretative framework still seems 
entirely tenable. I had suggested that the distorted relationship 
between the hemicycle and the body of the choir might be 
associated with a hiatus in the sequence of construction corre- 
sponding to the troubled years of the 1230s when the bishop's 
income, a major source of funding, was, for a while, confiscated 
by the king. In other words, the very shape of the edifice might 
respond, to some extent, to the historical vicissitudes (violent, at 
times) that accompanied its construction. This conclusion was 
based not primarily upon geometry, but upon a combination of 
archaeological analysis, the written evidence of the foundations 
of the altars in the radiating chapels (never before noticed), the 
stylistic and technical evidence of the forms of articulation, 
references to other comparable edifices and the chronology of the 
stained glass. lo ~ l l  this material is disregarded by Guerreau, who 
proposes an argument for complete homogeneity in the edifice 
based solely upon his misleadingly simple application of "royal 
perch" units. 

Let us now return to look more carefully at the question ofplan 
design at Beauvais. Review of the material indicates that my 
initial insistence upon the application of square schematism in 
the westernmost bay of the choir was perfectly justified. Whereas 
in 198011 and 1989 I expressed this relationship of squares and 
double squares in terms of a hypothetical module corresponding 
to the thickness of the aisle wall (transept tower bay=five mod- 
ules; main vessel=ten modules; aisle bays=four-and-a-half mod- 
ules), renewed study of the dimensions has suggested to me a 
translation of these relationships in terms of medieval feet (Fig. 
6) .  This brings us to the problem of local mensuration. In 
imposing a "royal perch of 22 feet" to explain "all" major 
dimensions of the Beauvais choir, Alain Guerreau fails to remind 
the reader of the range of many different perch units in use in the 
Middle ~ ~ e s . l ~  He makes no attempt to document his "foot" unit, 
0.3218/0.3220m., in other sites in the area or in the details of the 
Beauvais choir itself or in any of the published lists of pre-metric 
units of mensuration. 

The period of the construction of the Gothic cathedral at 
Beauvais saw the penetration of royal coinage and units of 
measurement in an area (Picardy and the Beauvaisis) that had 
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Fig. 6: Beauvais Cafhedral, plan with author's geometrical 
system and modular values of bays in Roman feet 

previously had its own local units. The foot unit used locally was 
the short foot, with a range of possible lengths on either side of 
the standard Roman foot of around 29.516 centimeters.13 The 
royal foot, on the other hand, is generally understood as 0.32471 
50m. 

Careful study of the plan and details of articulation at nearby 
Amiens Cathedral (begun in 1220, and closely related to the 
Beauvais choir, begun only five years later) reveals the predomi- 
nant use of the Roman foot-although an effort was made at 
Amiens to reconcile local and royal units in the great central 
square matrix (crossing bay plus adjacent bays in choir, nave and 
transept arms) from which the entire plan is generated.14 This 
great central square at Amiens can be understood both as a span 
of one hundred royal feet and one hundred and ten local feet. 
There is evidence in the thirteenth-century stones of Beauvais 
Cathedral of a similar mingling of local and Parisian units- 
indeed, both units were still in use in Beauvais at the end of the 
Middle Ages. The bodies of the main crossing piers at Beauvais 
are articulated in steps of around 0.325m. (ie. royal feet). The 
configuration of the pier is designed for a transverse arch of just 
over four royal feet (around 1.30111). The smaller supports,piliers 
cantonne's, of the Beauvais transept, derived from the units 
coined by Robert de Luzarches for use in the nave of Amiens 
Cathedral, are also conceived in terms of an arcade thickness of 
four feet (around 1.18m.). But the foot unit that corresponds to the 
design of each pier type is different, the major piers embodying 
the royal foot and the smaller piliers cantonne's the shorter local 
unit. Hence the mis-matched nature of the supports at Beauvais 
that I first documented in my 1980 article. 

Experiments with the possible range of foot units suggests that 
the modules that I first documented as " A  and "B" at Beauvais 
can best be correlated in terms of the short Roman foot unit.15. 
The main vessel (axis-to-axis of the arcade supports) of the 
Beauvais choir (module "A") is thus 52 feet (52 times .2942= 15.30; 
actual average span, taken over four bays= 15.35m). The transept 
tower bays are exactly half this, making them 26 feet square.16. 
Thus, each transept tower has exactly one quarter of the area of 
the great central crossing square. Each of the double aisles 
(module "B") is close to, but falls six centimeters short of 24 feet 
(24 times .2942 =7.06; actual span in the earliest bay sconstructed 

at the north-westemmost endof the choir is 7.00111 
).I7 The difference between my module " A  and 
"B" is thus absorbed by the thickness of the arcade 
wall. 

I have thus inserted into my Figure 6 the modu- 
lar values of each bay expressed in feet: 
26:24:24:52:24:24:26. Such a scheme has three 
factors in its favor. First, it uses a type of foot unit, 
the Roman foot, known to be in use both widely 
and locally. Second, it allows us to understand the 
central vessel (and thus the crossing square) in 
terms of a round number of units: fifty two feet.18 
And third, it gives us at the center of the edifice a 
great span of exactly one hundred feet (main 
vessel plus inner aisles:24+52+24= 100). The total 
interior span across the length of the transept is 
two hundred feet. A one-hundred foot span (in 
royal units) also lies at the heart of Amiens Cathe- 
dral (a close cousin of Beauvais) and has been 
recently documented in the choir of Salisbury 
cathedral.19 The general scheme of squares and 
double-squares at Beauvais corresponds closely 

to practice in a mass of other Gothic ediflces including Amiens 
and Salisbury. 

Alain Guerreau has failed to grasp the fact that space is 
organized around space-enclosing figures (squares; circles, poly- 
gons etc.) and cannot, by definitioll, be understood purely in 
terms of the application of simple linear modular units (although 
such linear constructions can certainly be understood as part of a 
larger solution). He does not attempt to make sense of his 
proposed use of rigid linear units of measurement in the actual 
task of laying out the edifice. He has not understood that the 
energetic arguments generated by the construction of a Gothic 
cathedral might, in the end, produce a kind of inclusiveness 
where efforts were made to reconcile different kinds of module, 
foot unit and different kinds of geometric figure. The modem 
interpreter would do well to avoid aggressively positivistic and 
exclusionary conclusions. 

A mass of studies (by Branner, Bucher, Shelby, Kidson, 
Murray, Neagley etc.) has suggested that the manipulation of 
space in the design of a Gothic edifice might begin with simple 
static figures like the square and other simple polygons (espe- 
cially the pentagon, the hexa on, and the octagon) and proceed 
dynamically through rotation50 Thus, the swinging of the diago- 
nal of the square, for example- will produce a rectangle based 
upon the square root of two. The use of the diagonal obviously 
lends Platonic authority to the proportional system and is also a 
key to the process of laying out the edifice on the ground. The 
process of laying out the edifice would prdbably depend more 
upon stretched ropes or chains rather than rigid perches. Opti- 
cally, moreover, the diagonal is such a feature of the Gothic 
interior that it comes as no surprise to find its application to the 
generation of the geometric skeleton. The slight increase in each 
of the three bays of the Beauvais choir, going from west to east, 
provides a real invitation to experiment with such schemes of 
dynamic geometry+specially since we begin at the west end of 
the choir (the earliest bay to be constructed) with such a clear 
application of square schematism. Thus, the precise length of the 
east-west span (8.7418.78m axis-to-axis) of the middle bay of the 
choir may be discovered by running a diagonal across one half of 
the basic twenty- six foot square that lies at the heart of the 
Beauvais plan system (Fig. 6). Anybody familiar with medieval 
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space design will recognize here the application of the Golden 
Section. The span of the third choir bay, longer yet again (8.81m 
on the south side) results from the rotation of the diagonal of the 
second bay. The progressive widening of the arcade openings- 
so important to the spatial behavior of the choir-is not the result 
of guesswork. 

Neither Alain Guerreau nor I have any reason to be smug 
about ourrespectivepublishedinterpretations of the design of the 
hemicycle. Guerreau's scheme fails to find an accurate means of 
locating the center point and his equilateral triangles apply to 
only five of the seven chapels. My published scheme, based on 
the idea of a division of a circle into thirteen equal parts, while 
close to the actual arrangement, supposes angles of 27.7 degrees 
between the radii: the actual angle is rather more than 28 degrees. 
The method employed to locate the eccentric center point of the 
extended or stilted hemicycle has proved elusive. Peter Kidson 
suggested to me recently that the application of a pentagon inside 
the hemicycle might provide the key. This application is best 
indicated in a drawing, see Fig. 6. Such apentagon will locate the 
center point of the scheme as well as the angle that lies at the base 
of the five central chapels. The side of the pentagon comes close 
to the span of the largest (easternmost) bay of the choir, providing 
a means of reconciling the radial design of the east end with the 
rectilinear design of the body of the choir. 

All this might seem a boring fuss over trifling details- 
whether to run "B" from axis-to-axis of the supports or between 
wall surfaces; whether we are dealing with a "perch" of twenty- 
two feet of an unknown type or a unit of twenty-four ordinary 
local feet. In closing, then, let me return to what seem to be the 
three underlying issues. First, there is the question of logic. My 
critic insists, on the one hand, that linear space design through the 
application of "royal perch" units between wall surfaces was 
universal in the Middle Ages, providing a common denominator 
linking all kinds of edifices, small and large; secular and ecclesi- 
astical; Romanesque and Gothic. On the other hand, he claims 
that the existence of a "royal perchu-based design structure in 
both the plan and elevation of the Beauvais choir provides 
irrefutable proof that the entire edifice conforms to an initial 
vision that remained unchanged during the fifty years of con- 
struction. Even the distortions in the plan of the Beauvais choir, 
we are told, were intentionally built in.21 Logic requires us to 
conclude, however, that since Guerreau's proposed unit of mea- 
surement (the "royal perch") and the method of design (so 
simple!) were common knowledge throughout the period of 
construction, any mason could have made any part of the building 
conform to the whole, whether it adhered to the original inten- 
tions or not-the substantial error margins assumed by Guerreau 
make this doubly true. A unified geometric scheme, in itself, can 
never be powerful evidence in an argument about chronology- 
the flawed and limited system proposed by Guerreau certainly 
has no bearing whatsoever upon the chronological interpretation 
of the Beauvais choir that I had originally proposed in 1980 and 
presented in my 1989 book-one which, I might add, has gained 
universal acceptance elsewhere.22 The fictive "royal perch" 
assumed by Guerreau to bludgeon my work proves to be a 
defective weapon. 

This bringime the second point. The extraordinary sustained 
contentiousness of Guerreau's accusations-including the crime 
of having cited a recent book on Beauvais Cathedral only 
"parsimoniously"-carries petty local turf warfare (who-said-it- 
first?) to the pages of a distinguished journal (the Annales). Since 
the issue has been raised, however, I must respond to Guerreau's 
insinuation about the relationship between my work and the 
"other" book on 8eauvais Cathedral in question, Philippe Bon- 
net-Laborderie's Cathedrale Saint Pierre, Beauvais, Beauvais, 

1978. In the course of my work on Beauvais (begun around 1970) 
I shared my findings completely with M. Bonnet-Laborderie and 
was cited in his opening pages as a collaborator. However, this 
book, handsomely produced and magniflcently illustrated as it is, 
only touches upon the sequence of construction in a cursory and , 
slightly confusing way and does not set out to deal with design at 
all. Thus, on page 56 of my Beauvais Cathedral, I commented 
(with some level of collegial amiability, I hope!) on the fact that 
M. Bonnet-Laborderie seems to contradict himself, simulta- 
neously wanting the radiating chapels to be constructed in the 
first years of work and recognizing the archaic quality of the 
transept. It was this very contradiction, drawn directly from , 
Branner's Maitre de~eauvais ,2~  that I sought to resolve with the , 
new chronology of construction, first proposedin my 1980 article 
(preceding, as far as I know, any other suggestion, published or 
unpublished, of a west-to-east chronology in the Beauvais choir) , 
and later developed in my book.24 

Guerreau, finally, seems to want to assume the proscriptive 
power to dictate what approach an author should or should not 
take and what citations should or should not be made.25 He wants . 
to judge the validity of an argument on the basis of who said it (an 
"American" art historian of the twentieth century) rather than on 
the merits of a responsibly accurate representation of what has 
been said. He refuses to recognize the art historian's verbal 
commentary and interpretation of the details of the edifice 
(supplemented, in the case of Beauvais, with the most extensive 
archaeological dossier ever assembled for this building). Guerreau 
insists on nothing less than a complete graphic dossier of the 
edifice. A dossier of this kind would obviously be a wonderful 
thing to have-although very hard to get published. In the 8 

meanwhile, why not consider the edifice itself as a kind of 
dossier? I would maintain that the eye of an art historian--even 
of an "American"- aided by a powerful pair of binoculars--can 
often discern details in the building that would not emerge in the 
kind of published dossier envisaged by Guerreau. 

That author's proscriptiveness; his hostility to the visual, 
archaeological and interpretative mktier of the art historian; his 
chauvinism; his preoccupation with the spectacles through which 
we look; his desire to sermonize, constructing great theoretical 
schemes based upon limited vision; his intent to demystify the 
cathedral with a "royal perch"-these traits, reflecting the divi- 
sive agenda of the 1980s, represent a real force tending to the 
detriment of the complete humanistic understanding of the great 
medieval church. I can do no better than to close with a reference 
to the somewhat rueful words of Ernst Kitzinger made at the end 
of the recent symposium on the medieval artisan held at ~ e n n e s . ~ ~  
Addressing what he saw as a "state of malaise" in a self- 
restricting field of studies that has increasingly concentrated all 
its efforts upon economic conditions; the raw materials ( stone, 
wood, etc. ); technology; serial production-proscribing the 
treatment of the cathedral in a broader, humanistic, fashion- 
Ernst Kitzinger, commenting that, "we have not dealt with 'man' 
in his entirety," concluded that we are in danger of constructing 
the Middle Ages in our own image. 

Notes 
1. Instead, for reasons that can only be guessed at, he indulges 
in a prolonged grumble about "art historians" in general and an 
"American" art historian, in particular. Thus, refemng to my 
discussion (Beauvais Cathedral, 72-90) of the striking disso- 
nances visible in the articulation of the choir aisles (where the r 

colonnette is unusually thick in relation to the size of the capital 
and the width of the transverse arch), Guerreau remarks (p. 97), 
"rien ne montre que l'oeil d'un historien de l'art amkricain de la 
fin du XXe sikcle puisse les repkrer par intuition directe." I might 
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add that my argument was misrepresented; that page citations are 
inaccurately given, and that, in any case, we are not dealing with 
"intuition," but rather with observation, comparison and deduc- 
tion. 

2. A. Guerreau, Edifices mbdibvaux, 92, "L'existence d'un mod- 
ule aux environs desept metres ne lui apas entierement Cchap *...." 

3. Ibid, 94, "le module dCsignC sur cette figure par la lettre A ne 
correspond a rien, ni verticalement, ni horizontalement." This is 
the most irresponsible and misleading statement, since "A," 
corresponding to the main vessel of the choir, also gives the 
height of the main supports (to abacus). 

4. Ibid, 88, "la distance sCparant la face interne des deux murs 
gouttereaux du vaisseau central vaut deux modules ...." Has a 
measuring tape been stretched in the space above the high vaults? 

5. This conclusion was tested both through the simple applica- 
tion of a length of 7.08m taken from the center point of the nave 
and through the application of one sixth of the total interior lateral 
spread between the outer walls of the aisles. 

6. One begins to understand why Guerreau finds it necessary (p. 
101, note 2) to claim that the scale that I had attached to my plan 
is too long. That scale is, in fact, perfectly accurate. 

7. We are told (p. 88) that the two base chapels are shifted 
slightly to the exterior. in fact, exactly the opposite is the case: 
these chapels are shallower than the others: in other words, their 
outer wall has been shifted to the interior. 

8. Guerreau, oddly, insists that an equilateral triangle cannot be 
applied to the section of Bourges. He has not employed his 
investigative skills adequately here. 

9. Are such error margins to be declared "unacceptable?" Who 
is to know. Let us content ourselves in describing them as "large." 

10. Michael Cothren, The Thirteenth-Century Glazing of the 
Choir of the Cathedral of Beauvais, Ph.D. diss., Columbia 
University, 1980. 

1 1. S. Murray, The Choir of Saint-Pierre, Cathedral ofBeauvais, 

1 
Art Bulletin., 62 (1980): 533-55 1. 

12. R. E. Zupko, French Weights and Measures before the 
Revolution. A Dictionary of Provincial and Local Units, 
Bloomington, 1970: esp 129-13 1. Interestingly, Zupko, having 
defined theperche as a long pole, staff or measuring rod, notes the 
steps taken under Charlemagne to fix the unit at around 7.09m. or 

i twenty-four Roman feet. Horace Doursther, Dictionnaire 
universe1 des poids et mesures anciens et modernes contenant 
des tables des monnoies de tous les pays, repr. Amsterdam, 
1965 (originally published in 1840): 383-395, provides much 
useful information on the range of different types of perch in use. 
A useful discussion of perch units can also be found in A. J. P. 
Paucton, Metrologie, ou traite des mesures, poids et monnoies 
des anciens peuples et des modernes, Paris, 1780: esp. 136. J. 
F. Saigey, Traite de metrologie ancienne et modern, Paris, 

4 1834, notes that a twenty-six foot perch unit was in use in 
Beauvais as well as a twenty-two foot unit. Guerreau's article 
provides an useful series of citations of metrological sources but 
does not begin to provide the reader with an introduction to the 
bibliography of medieval church design. Much important work 

in this field has been done by Americans. 

13. The foot unit in use in medieval buildings ranged widely. The 
most elementary task faced by the responsible scholar who 
wishes to document the use of a particular foot unit in a given 
building is to correlate the length of the proposed foot with the 
lists of pre-metric units in use in various localities and with the 
details of the building in question. My own (fairly rapid) search 
of the lists of pre-metric units has not revealed the use of a foot 
unit within the range proposed by M. Guerreau. One can, how- 
ever find many references to the use of the standard Roman foot 
(0.2977+/-) in Beauvais and the area. See, for example, R. E. 
Zupko, French Weights and Measures: 135; H. Doursther, 
Dictionnaire: 415; A. J. P. Paucton, Metrologie: 134. 

14. S. Murray and J. Addiss, Plan and Space at Amiens Cathe- 
dral, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 49 
(1990): 44-66. 

15. The unit that seems to fit best works out at 0.2942m. 

16. The edge of the 26 foot square, lying in the thickness of the 
wall, is defined by the center point of the responds attached to that 
wall. 

17. Interestingly, Guerreau provides a hint of this solution (the 
24-foot module) in his note 6 where, citing E. Omato and C. 
Bozzolo, Rbpertoire des mbsures linbaires en France antbrieures 
a l'adoption du systPme dbcirnal (unpublished) he notes that his 
"perch of 22 'royal' feet" could equally well be translated as a 
unit of 24 Roman feet. Because he believes that the Roman foot 
disappeared from use he found it necessary to translate the unit 
into something closer to (but still not) the royal foot. Guerreau 
seems unaware of the fact that local and royal feet remained in use 
side-by-side in the Beauvais Cathedral workshop until at least 
1500. 

18. Amiens and Reims both work out at 50 feet. 

19. T. Cocke and P.Kidson, Salisbury Cathedral. Perspectives 
on the Architectural History, London: H.M.S.O., 1993 

20. R. Branner, Villard de Honnecourt, Reims, and the Origins 
of Gothic Architectural Drawing, Gazette des Beaux Arts, 61 
(1963): 129-146; F. Bucher, Design in Gothic Architecture, A 
Preliminary Assessment, Journal of the Society of Architec- 
tural Historians, 28 (1 968): 49-7 1; L. Shelby, The Geometrical 
Knowledge ofMediaeval Master Masons, Speculum, 47 (1 972): 
395-421; P. Kidson, A Metrological Investigation, Journal of 
the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 53 (1990), 71-97; L. 
Neagley, Elegant Simplicity: The Late Gothic Plan Design of St- 
Maclou in Rouen, Art Bulletin, 74 (1992): 395-422. 

21. Amusingly, Guerreau, with the assistance of foomoting of 
overwhelming length, revives the old chestnut that a choir might 
be deliberately twisted in relation to the body of the edifice to 
simulate the slumped head of Christ on the cross. If this were the 
intention at Beauvais, it certainly failed, since, as far as I know, 
I was the first to notice the phenomenon. 

22. A. Mussat, Les cathbdrales dans leurs cite's, Revue de I'art, 
55 (1982): 9-22; J. Thiebaut, Les cathedrales gothiques en 
Picardie, Amiens, 1987; M. Bideault and C. Lautier, Ile-de- 
France gothique, 1, Les eglises de la vallie de I'Oise et du 
Beauvaisis, Paris, 1985; D. Sandron, Bulletin monumental, 
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23. R. Branner, Le maitre de la cathZdrale de Beauvais, Art de 
France, 2 (1962):77-92. 

24. S. Murray, TheChoir ofsaint-Pierre, Cathedral ofBeauvais. 
Guerreau seems unaware of this 1980 publication, citing a later 
(1983) retelling of the same chronology in order to suggest to the 
reader that I failed to recognize my dependence upon other 
sources. 

25. Astonishingly, 1 find myself scolded for having cited and 
engaged with Branner's powerful Beauvais article too many 
times! 

26. E. Kitzinger,Closing Remarks, Artistes, artisans et produc- 
tion artistique au Moyen Age: Colloque international, ed. X. 
Barral i Altet, 3 vols., Paris, 1986-1987: 111: 647450. e3 

ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES: 
REVIEWS AND A REP1 Y 
Early Christian Buildings: a review 
Udo Kulterman 
New York City 
Professor Emeritus 
Washington University 

Warren Sanderson, Early Christian Buildings. A Graphic 
Tradition, Champlain, NY and Montreal, Quebec: Astrion Pub- 
lishing, 1993 (ISBN: 1-8844-70-06-8) 

P ROFESSOR WARREN SANDERSON IS one of the few art historians 
who is not limited in his research to one period or one type 

of art form. His investigations range from The Early Medieval 
Crypts of Saint-Maximin at Trier, the topic of his dissertation 
under Richard Krautheimer at the Institute of Fine Arts of New 
York University, to The Plan of Saint Gall Reconsidered and The 
Reform of Church Music on a Late Carolingian Ivory Diptych to 
Kazuo Shinohara's Savage Machine, in each case introducing 
interdisciplinary methods appropriate to the given theme. Profes- 
sor Sanderson is known as the editor of the International 
Handbook of Contemporary Developments in Architecture, 
in which the eurocentric limitations of earlier documentations of 
contemporary architecture were transcended and all parts of the 
world included. 

Early Christian Buildings. A Graphic Introduction also 
covers a wide, geographically diversified topic: the architecture 
between Antiquity and the times of the Byzantine Era, from 
Constantine the Great to Justinian which up to now- with few 
exceptions-has not yet been sufficiently investigated. In the 
introduction, Professor Sanderson outlines the study of buildings 
between 300 and 600 C.E. and focuses on the dominant building 
types, such as the basilica, the central plan building, cross-shaped 
buildings, the double-shell tetraconch, and the new synthesis 
which was achieved ca. 500 C.E. Thereafter, the type of the 
domed basilica is discussed which culminated in Justinian's 
Hagia Sophia. The remainder of the volume is a chronologically 
arranged list of major buildings from the rule of Diocletian to the 

major buildings of the Byzantine Era. In 124 black-and-white 
illustrations, the vast area of Early Christian church architecture 
is documented, including buildings in urban centers of Rome, 
Istanbul, Jerusalem, Trier, Salonica, Milan, Carthage, Ravenna, 
and Ephesus, and demonstrates the richness and innovativeness 
of an architectural period which has often been misunderstood. A 
glossary of terms as well as auseful bibliography is added making 
this volume at once a most useful introduction for every student 
in this field and a stimulating call to specialists for further 
necessary detailed research. 

Orvieto Cathedral 
Robert Ruse11 
College of Charleston 

David M. Gillerman, The Evolution of the Design of Orvieto 
Cathedral, ca. 1290-1310, Journal of the Society of Architec- 
tural Historians, 5313 (1994): 300-321. 

P EOPLE WHO WORK CROSSWORD PUZZLES regularly tell me that 
there is a general system that is followed. The first step is to 

go through and fill in all the words that are immediately evident 
because the clues are so clear. The next step is to go back and look 
at the missedclues again, hoping that the letters entered in the first 
go-round will supply enough necessary information to fill the 
unknown spaces. And so it goes until the puzzle is complete orthe 
puzzleworker is stumped. What I am also told is that people who 
do lots of crosswords are generally better at solving them than 
people who don't. 

The metaphor of the crossword is an apt one, it seems to me, 
for themedieval historian of art, architecture, or culture. There are 
a couple of reasons for saying this. The first is that the similarity 
in approach is self-evident. The second is that the latter part of my 
characterization-the fact that seasoned puzzle solvers are better 
at it than neophytes-is so patently true. Yet there are those in the 
historical disciplines these days who would balk at this statement. 
It is harmless enough in talking about crossword puzzles, but it 
becomes ugly when the puzzle in question is a work of art and the 
experienced puzzleworker goes by the title of connoisseur. 

David Gillerman, one of the rising stars in the field of Italian 
Gothic architecture, has turned his attention to the daunting 
tangle of problems that surrounds the cathedral at Orvieto which, 
along with the cathedrals at Florence and Siena, makes up the 
central Italian "big three" of Gothic buildings. Though documen- 
tation is not plentiful for any of these buildings, Orvieto suffers 
from an almost total lack of relevant parchment. This explains 
Gillerman's admission, in one of his early notes that, "(t)he 
Duomo of Orvieto has been a magnet of formalist criticism" (p. 
300, n.3). Without documentation, a scholar has no other choice 
than to construct his arguments "based primarily on visual 
analysis of the fabric," that is, on hypotheses deriving from 
information gathered by a sharp eye. 

Gillerman wants to do three things in the article. First, he 
attempts to explain the placement of the semicircular side chap- 
els. Second, he argues that the design of the building was in a fluid 
state duringconst~ction. Finally, he argues that the western parts 
of the nave and fa~ade are more closely related than anyone had 
previously suspected. 

The arguments put forward regarding the design of the side 
chapels have been considered as essentially separate from the 
other two goals of the paper, and could in fact be seen to be in 
conflict with the idea that everything was in flux as the cathedral 
began to rise. Gillerman posits a fairly restricted number of 
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possibilities (four). The choice of a building solution appears to 
have been guided by pursuit of regularity at ground level, an over- 
riding concern of late medieval Italian design. This position 
extends ideas broached by David Friedman in his article Palaces 
and the Street in Late Medieval and Renaissance Italy, in Urban 
Landscapes,International Perspectives, ed. J.W.R. Whitehand 
and P.J. Larkham, London and New York: Routledge, 1992. 

The second and third points of the article, concerning the 
formal changes in the nave and the relation between the nave and 
the faqade, are based exclusively on a discussion of the capitals 
of the nave arcade. From these Gillerman hypothesizes that the 
original master was a local Orvietan with higher aspirations who 
was replaced by Lorenzo Maitani, perhaps as early as 1300 (p. 
3 17). Perhaps this is true. If it is, the suspicion arises that whoever 
the capomaestro was, his design freedom was limited to the 
capitals, for the rest of the nave displays a remarkable regularity 
of form that, as Gillerman points out, is esentially based on local 
precedent, particularly the church of S. Andrea (ca. 1200). 

As always the case when Kunstwissenschafi must of necessity 
give way to what might be called Kunstanschauung, there is 
room for disagreement. I cannot say that I am convinced by all 
aspects of Gillerman'sanalysis. However, I can say that I applaud 
his willingness to charge in where the more timid document- 
bound architectural historians are unwilling to tread. Unless and 
until some unknown cache of documents surfaces, our knowl- 
edge of buildings like Orvieto will only be advanced by those 
who have sharp eyes. 

Remote Sensing at Chartres Cathedral: A Reply 
Charles Stegeman 
Haverford College 

C LARK MAINES'S REVIEW of M. Dabas, C. Stegeman et al., 
Prospection gkophysique dans la cathkdrale de Chartres, 

Bulletin de la Societe archeologique d'Eure-et-Loir, 361 
l(1993): 5-25, offers an excellent, lucid account of remote 
sensing techniques, their different forms, the characteristics of 
each, their utility and limitations (AVISTA Forum 811, Spring- 
Summer 1994: 8-9). Together with a brief bibliography, it 
provides insight into these techniques as a potential tool for 
architectural historians. Basing his judgments solely on the 
article under review, Maines criticizes several aspects of the 
remote sensing experiment undertaken in the Cathedral of Chames 
in June 1992. These criticisms address the graphic presentation 
of the scientific data, the utility of conducting the experiment at 
Chartres, and the perceived interpretive intent of the experiment. 
I want to respond to each of these points. 

First, Maines (p. 9) pleads for "better illustration intended for 
architectural historians." I could not agree more, yet the technical 
difficulties of adapting all of the recorded data to the same scale 
as my architectural plan (which superimposes the upper church 
and crypt levels) have proved, to date, insurmountable. 

I should immediately point out that this experiment was 
conceived as the opportunity for a second (interior) field test of 
the relatively new electrostatic quadropole, in complementary 
use with the ground penetrating radar and an electromagnetic 
prospection device, for a total survey depth ranging from 40 
centimeters to 11 meters. The nave of Chartres Cathedral pre- 
sents the widest interior surface amog French medieval churches, 
thereby constituting a nearly ideal size for the combined French 
and Spanish team to conduct these surveys, using three funda- 
mentally different and physically bulky machines. Unfortunately 
the ground penetrating radar machine, which had been shipped 

from Barcelona, broke down before readings of the nave could be 
taken. The experiment remains incomplete. And most data which 
was obtained has not yet been fully adapted to the architectural 
context of the building. Indeed, the article should have empha- 
sized that it was a field report on work-in-progress. 

Second, while Maines (p. 8) lauds the goal of field-testing the 
new device, he questions (p. 9) the very utility of undertaking 
such an experiment at Chartres on the assumption that this is a 
"...(site) where excavation cannot happen ..." Maines concludes 
by reminding us that "remote sensing is not ... a substitute for 
archaeological excavations; rather it can be a useful guide when 
undertaken prior to digging." Of course remote sensing is most 
useful as a prelude to excavation. It is the hope of this author that 
the surveys begun in 1992 will ultimately provide the documen- 
tation necessary to obtain permission and funding for at least 
limited excavations. The cathedral is a functioning liturgical 
space, an active pilgrimage site, and a world-class tourist attrac- 
tion. Limited excavations, however, would not be inconceivable 
in the off-season (November or February, for example). 

Finally, Maines (p. 9) characterizes the interpretive intent of 
the experiment as methodologically flawed: "(t)esting hypoth- 
eses is good science and good archaeology, but treating a single 
set of hypotheses as constituting all posssible onesmerely repeats 
Merlet's methodological error" and, in paraphrase, the course of 
the inquiry under review seems to merely justify pre-conceived 
ideas. It is true that I have certain hypotheses about the pre- 
Romanesque phases of building, based largely on the correlation 
of features I noted when making a new measured plan of the 
present crypts and the Merlet excavation, My hypotheses about 
the pre-Romanesque plans were published in 1993 indepen- 
dently of the on-going surveying experiment specifically to avoid 
"draping" them "with the cloth of scientific certainty" which 
Maines (p. 9) cautions is the common danger of remote sensing 
without excavation. See Charles Stegeman, Les cryptes de la 
cathedrale de Chartres, Chames: SociCtC archCologique d'Eure- 
et-Loir, n.d. (1993) [ISBN 2-905866-09-81. It is also true that as 
early as 199 1, I initiated the remote sensing experiment in the 
hope of obtaining concrete evidence for the presence of architec- 
tural elements from previous buildings on the site. Finally, it is 
true that the wording of the French article implicates the hope of 
confirming (existing) hypotheses by scientl'fic means (for ex- 
ample, p. 5). But rather than a historically accurate statement of 
intent, this phrase forecasts in an abbreviated fashion the tenta- 
tive conclusions of the article whereby several of the most 
distinctive anomalies happen to coincide with the position of 
architectural elements predicted by my hypotheses. 

We, the authors, should have been more sensitive in asserting 
the appropriate preliminary caveats. Nowhere, however, does the 
article state that my hypotheses are the only possible ones. And 
I am sure that Maines does not mean to suggest that one needs to 
postpone applying remote sensing techniques until more than 
one set of hypotheses exists. Fortunately, the correlation of the 
hypotheses and of the anomalies established thusfar does provide 
a documented rationale for the choice of a few possible excava- 
tion sites. 

Thus, apart from the suggestion treating the Chames exercise 
as ill-conceived from a methodological viewpoint, which I be- 
lieve was not the case, the entire review supports our effort and 
places it in a clear context. I appreciate this support since it 
thereby furthers the discipline by increasing our communal 
sensitivity to the problems of applying new technqiues of scien- 
tific inquiry, especially in the case of a complex, large-scale and 
heavily encumbered site such as Chartres. *:* 
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IN BRIEF: GEOMETRY AND THE 
PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE 
The Medieval Architect's Computer: The Compass 
Ervin Bonkalo 
Toronto, Ontario 

I N THE PAST CENTURY, dozens of books and hundreds of essays 
have been published on the design of medieval church archi- 

tecture. The majority of writers agrees that the Gothic cathedral 
represents a vision of heaven. Gothic architectural drawings, 
however, in collections fromcathedral lodges such as Prague and 
Vienna, make no mention of the symbolic significance of their 
projects. They appear as patterns of lines ordered according to 
geometrical principles. In modem printed sources we find a 
variety of calculations, mathematical and trigonometrical, in the 
many analyses and comparisons of Gothic church plans. All of 
these calculations do not disclose HOW the layout and the 
structural and beautiful decorative elements wereplanned. Since, 
until the fourteenth century, Arabic numerals for mathematical 
calculations and Euclidean geometry were not known, we have 
to look for solutions by thinking in simple terms. 

My approach has been shaped by Bernard Lonergan's idea, 
expressed in his Method in Theology, that historical explanation 
shall be based on common sense. Observing the tombstone of 
Hugues Libergier, now in Reims Cathedral, I realized that he 
needed three tools to design the plans for his masterwork, the 
Abbey of Saint-Nicaise, Reims: a long straight edge to draw 
straight lines, a set square, and a compass. Using the length of my 
own foot as a basic measuring unit, I can draw an elevation at 11 
100 scale including ribbed vaults and correctly positioned flying 
buttresses which are the cosine of the sine of the vault ribs. The 
resulting cross-section corresponds with those of Amiens and 
Beauvais Cathedrals. 

Note: This is the abstract of Dr. Bonkalo's paper delivered in 
1993 at the AVISTA session of the 28th International Congress 
on Medieval Studies, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Further experi- 
ments with tracery and rose window design have been published 
in L'Ordinateur du maitre-mason au moyen Age, Sudbury, 
Ontario: Kalobon, 1993. For further information contact: Ervin 
Bonkalo, 2339 Dufferin Avenue #1405, Toronto, Ontario M6E 
425 Canada 

Architectural Design and Geometrical Analysis 
Fran~ois Bucher 
Florida State University and 
The Nautilus Foundation 

The following letter was written on I0 August 1994 as an 
informal response to the article on plan design in AVISTA 
Forum, 811, (1994): 5-7. With characteristic wit, Professor 
Bucher offers trenchant remarks that touch on the methodology 
of analysis of historical structures and the practical experience 
of budding. Ed. 

I HEARTILY AGREE with your remarks in Plan Design in Gothic 
Architecture, AVISTA Forum, 811. The folks with outland- 

ish theories have: 1) never laid out a building; and 2) never had 
to give a crew instructions on how to establish major points for 
pillars, etc. I have just completed an approximately 60 x 60 foot 
auditorium (at the Nautilus Foundation) with an "instinctively" 
designed east wall destined to distribute sound equally. It works. 

Someone will surely try to find a geometric system-there is 
none except for an approximate square (that frames the 
groundplan). The folks who came to measure the ceiling opening 
failed twice. We used triangulation to determine the width of the 
concrete beams-after the fact-and none of the engineers had 
ever heard of the method. One must discern between a before the 
fact and ex post facto realization and reconstruct the simplest 
possible layout which never turns out to have been precisely 
realized. A computer may in fact be detrimental. 9 

NEWS FROM MEMBERS AND 
AFFILIATED ASSOCIATIONS: 
AVISTA members and aflliates, please send items for this 
column to the News Editor. News items should be of interest to 
AVISTA membership but need not be about members or aflli- 
ates. 

News of Members: 

Pamela 0 .  Long (Washington, DC) is a 1994-95 Fellow in 
Residence at the Folger Institute. Her project is entitled Open- 
ness, Secrecy, Authorship, Intellectual Property: Studies in 
Premodern Practical, Technical and Military Traditions. 

Projects, Institutions and Societies: 

King's College London offers three MA degrees in Medieval 
Studies: MA in Medieval Studies (Western Europe), MA in 
English Literature and Language before 1525, and MA in Medi- 
eval History. The Centre for Late Antique and Medieval Studies 
(CLAMS) organizes lectures and meetings throughout the year; 
a winter day-colloquium; and a triennial International Confer- 
ence. CLAMS also coordinates the published series, King's 
College London Medieval Studies. Contact: Postgraduate Ad- 
missions, School of Humanities, King's College London, Strand, 
London WClR 2LS, U.K. 

The Center for Jewish Studies, led by Professor Bezalel Narkiss 
and Dr. Alicia Cohen-Mushlin, has begun to catalogue the 
manuscripts of the Firkovitch Collection in the St. Petersburg 
Public Library. 

The European Association of Archaeologists has recently been 
formed in light of the new mobility and ease of international 
archaeology in Europe, and the simultaneously increasing threats 
to Europe's archaeological heritage. It is the Association's inten- 
tion to forge a new integrated European archaeology, based upon 
existing national and regional traditions but going beyond them 
to concern itself with the whole social and environmental land- 
scape of Europe over time, and to extend its field of activity 
beyond the academic and administrative to the ethical and moral 
aspects of this broad field of scholarship. The Secretariat of the 
Association is presently being supported by the Scandinavian 
national archaeological services. All professional archaeolo- 
gists, students of archaeology, archaeological institutions and 
nonprofessionals are welcome to join. The Association publishes 
the Journal of European Archaeology. Contact: Directorate of 
Cultural Heritage, Dronningens gt. 13, Postboks 8 196 Dep., N- 
0034 Oslo 1, Norway. 
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The London Society for Medieval Studies, was founded in 
1970 to assure that London will remain a center for medieval 
studies; to give medievalists the opportunity to keep in touch with 
current research by hearing papers and by participating in discus- 
sion; to bring younger medievalists in contact with one another 
and provide an opportunity for them to present papers to a 
graduate audience; and' to broaden the concept of medieval 
history to include philosophy, theology, literature, sociology, 
economics and other disciplines. The Society holds fortnightly 
lectures at 7: 15 PM at the Institute for Historical Research and a 
biennial Saturday colloquium. Contact: Hon. Secretary, The 
London Society for Medieval Studies, The Institute for Historical 
Research, Senate House, Malet St., London WClE 7HU, U.K. 

Histoire au Present, founded in 1983, is an association open to 
researchers, students, teachers, and interested nonprofessionals, 
with the intentions of promoting the exchange of ideas among 
historians, groups, and centers in France and Europe, of publish- 
ing recent findings in historical research, and of contributing to 
the consideration of the methodology of historical research. In 
the context of the social sciences, the. association publishes 
Sources: Travaux historiques, intended as a laboratory of 
historical ideas, with a cultural approach to history in an intema- 
tional perspective. Contact: Histoire Present, 24 rue des Ecoles, 
75005 Paris, France. 

New England Medieval Newsletter is published six times a year 
and includes timely notices of lectures, events, calls for papers, 
grant opportunities, and exhibitions in the New England as well 
as throughout the United States and abroad. Send notices of 
events to: Nancy Sevcenko, 6 Follen Street, Cambridge, MA 
02138; telephone: 617-492-0643, e-mail: Nsevcenko@aol.com. 
Private subscriptions are $5. 

Grants and Prizes: 

The Collaboration in Basic Science and Engineering 
(COBASE) Program of the Office for Central Europe and 
Eurasia of the National Academy of Sciences/National Research 
Council offers short-term project development grants and long- 
term grants to American specialists who wish to collaborate with 
their colleagues from centralleastem Europe and the former 
Soviet Union. Accepted areas of research include archaeology 
and anthropology. Contact: Office for Central Europe and Eurasia, 
National Academy of Sciences 2101 Constitution Ave. NW, 
Washington DC 2041 8; 2021334-3680; fax: 2021334-2614; e- 
mail: ocee@nas.edu. 

The Translation Program of NEH supports individuals or 
collaborations among scholars to translate into English works 
that are germane to the history, literature, philosophy, and artistic 
achievements of other cultures. The program has supported a 
broad range ofprojects, including the translation of single works, 
the complete works of a particular writer, and anthologies. 
Contact: Translations, NEH, 1100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. 
318, Washington DC 20506; 2021606-8207; fax: 20216068204. 

The James Marston Fitch Charitable Trust will award a 
$10,000 research grant, and other smaller grants, to mid-career 
professionals with established backgrounds in historic preserva- 
tion or related fields such as archaeology. Contact: James Marston 
Fitch Charitable Trust, Offices of Beyer Blinder Belle, 41 East 
1 lth St., New York, NY 10003; 212P77-7800, or212P53-1284. 

The Center for Studies in Landscape Architecture at 
Dumbarton Oaks offers residential fellowship scholars who are 
completing, or have already completed, terminal degrees in a 
wide range of disciplines. Applications are eligible that concern 
any aspect of the history of landscape architecture: architectural, 
art historical, botanical, horticultural, cultural, social, economic, 
or agrarian. Contact: Studies in Landscape Architecture, 
Dumbarton Oaks, 1703 32nd St. NW, Washington, DC 20007; 
2021342-3280. 

The Whitney Humanities Center at Yale University offers one 
or two annual fellowships for junior (nontenured) faculty in the 
humanities. Candidates are expected to have taught for at least 
two years since the receipt of the doctorate; to present a project 
for original scholarly research (distinct from the subject of the 
dissertation), or else for significant redesign of curriculum in the 
humanities; to teach one course for one semester of the academic 
year; and to participate in the intellectual life of the center. The 
stipend is $20,000-$40,000 depending on resources available to 
the candidate. Contact: Fellowships, Whitney Humanities Cen- 
ter, Yale Univ.,PO Box 208298-8298, Yale Station, New Haven, 
CT 06520. 

The American Numismatic Society: Graduate Seminar 
The forty-third Graduate Seminar in Numismatics will be held at 
the museum of the American Numismatic Society from 13 June 
to 12 August 1995. The purpose of the Seminar is to familiarize 
students with numismatic methodology and scholarship, and to 
provide them with a deeper understanding of the contributions 
made by numismatics to other fields of study. The seminar is an 
intensive program of study including lectures and conferences 
conducted by specialists in various fields, preparation and oral 
delivery of a paper on a topic of the student's choice, and contact 
with the coinages related to that topic. Curators of the American 
Numismatic Society and experts from this country and abroad 
will participate in the Seminar. 

Applications are accepted from students of demonstrated 
competence who will have completed at least one year of gradu- 
ate work in classical studies, history, art history, economic 
history, or related disciplines. Applications are also accepted 
from junior faculty members with an advanced degree in one of 
these fields. Stipends of $2000 are available to qualified appli- 
cants who are citizens or permanent residents of the United States 
or who are affiliated with colleges and universities in the United 
States and Canada. The Society will endeavor to provide assis- 
tance with travel fare from each student's home institution. 
Applications are also accepted from outstanding foreign students 
who have completed the equivalent of one year's graduate work, 
and who are able to demonstrate fluency in English. No financial 
aid is offered. 

Information and application forms may be obtained from the 
American Numismatic Society, Broadway at 155th Street, New 
York, NY 10032. Applications must be completed by 1 March 
1995, and announcement of awards will be made by 1 April. 

The American Numismatic Society: Graduate Fellowship, 
1995-1996. The American Numismatic Society will award a 
Fellowship of $3500 to a university graduate student in the fields 
of the humanities or the social sciences who will have completed 
the general examinations (or the equivalent) for the doctorate, 
will be writing a dissertation during the academic year 1995- 
1996 on a topic in which the use of numismatic evidence plays a 
significant role, and who has attended one of the American 
Numismatic Society's Graduate Seminars prior to the time of 
application. The Council reserves the right to waive any of the 
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listed requirements. Information and application forms &ay be 
obtained from the American Numismatic Society, Broadway at 
155th Street, New York, NY 10032. Applications must be 
completed by 1 March 1995, and announcement of awards will 
be made by 1 April. 

The American Numismatic Society: Frances M. Schwartz 
Fellowship. The Frances M. Schwartz Fellowship was created in 
1985 to support the work and study of numismatic and museum 
methodology at the American Numismatic Society. Applicants 
must have the B.A. or the equivalent; the stipend will vary with 
the term of tenure (normally the academic year) but will not 
exceed $2000. Information and application forms may be ob- 
tained from the American Numismatic Society, Broadway at 
155th Street, New York, NY 10032. Applications must be 
completed by 1 March 1995, and announcement of awards will 
be made by 1 April. 

The American Numismatic Society: The Donald Groves 
Fund. Through the Donald Groves Fund the American Numis- 
matic Society seeks to promote publication in the field of early 
American numismatics involving material dating no later than 
1800. Funding is available for travel and other expenses in 
association with research as well as for publication costs. Appli- 
cations should be addressed to the Secretary of the Society and 
should include an outline of the proposed research, the method of 
accomplishing the research, the funding requested, and the 
specific uses to which funding will be put. Applications are 
reviewed periodically by a committee which makes its recom- 
mendations to the Society's Council. Information and applica- 
tion forms may be obtained from the American Numismatic 
Society, Broadway at 155th Street, New York, NY 10032. 
Applications must be completed by 1 March 1995, and announce- 
ment of awards will be made by 1 April. 

The American Numismatic Society: Fellowship in Roman 
Studies. Through the gift of a generous benefactor, the American 
Numismatic Society is able to offer a fellowship of up to $5000 
to promote the use of its collections and library in connection with 
studies of the Roman world. The fellowship is intended to 
support extended residence in New York and work in the Society's 
cabinet and library, and to permit consultation with relevant staff 
in support of a substantive research project. Applicants must be 
American citizens or affiliated with a North American institution 
of higher learning, and must demonstrate academic competence 
and submit a detailed proposal for their work. There is no 
minimum age or degree requirement, but it is expected that the 
work proposed will lead to publication and teaching. The work 
undertaken may or may not be in pursuit of a higher degree, but 
preference will be given to those seeking advanced degrees. 
Information and application forms may be obtained from the 
American Numismatic Society, Broadway at 155th Street, New 
York, NY 10032. Application must be completed by 1 March 
1995, and announcement of awards will be made by 1 April. 

NEH 1995 Summer Seminar for College Teachers: Gothic in 
the Ile-de-France. Director: Stephen Murray, Columbia Uni- 
versity; Location: Reid Hall, Paris; Dates: 12 June-4 August 
1995. 

The phenomenon of "Gothic" may be understood as part of a 
peculiar unifying vision, and as a particular set of circumstances 
of time and place. The exploration of the interaction and interde- 
pendence of the great monuments of Gothic and the rapidly 
changing milieu of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is only 
possible in situ. Equally important is the interaction between 

these monuments and you, the visitor. Paris provides incompa- 
rable resources in its surviving medieval urban fabric; its collec- 
tions and research facilities (the Bibliothkque nationale; the 
Centre des Recherches des Monuments Historiques, etc.) as well 
as ready access by train to the ring of great cathedrals encircling 
the capital city: Soissons, Chartres, Reims, Amiens, Beauvais, 
Laon and Troyes. 

College teachers in a range of inter-related disciplines are 
encouraged to apply: not just art history, but also history, reli- 
gion, literature, music, drama, and philosophy. Each of the dozen 
participants will receive a stipend of $4000. Inexpensive accom- 
modation for all participants has been arranged in the CitC 
universitaire. The deadline for applications is 1 March 1995. 
Please direct enquiries to: Stephen Murray c/o Summer Sessions, 
Columbia University, 418 Lewisohn Hall, New York, NY 
10027. *:* 

RECENT AND 
FORTHCOMING PAPERS: 

This column will list papers read or to be read at professional 
meetings (whether or not meant for publication), papers com- 
plete but not yet published, and papers recently published. Its 
purpose is to inform readers of work being done in a variety of 
disciplines. The News Editor has selected papers of interest to 
AVISTA members and welcomes information for this column. 

Papers 
(dates are 1994 unless otherwise specified): 

June 12-14,1992: Decouvertes et Explorateurs was an intema- 
tional colloquium on history organized by Histoire au PrCsent at 
the UniversitC de Bordeaux I11 in Bordeaux. The proceedings of 
this conference have recently been published by Histoire au 
PrCsent. Papers include: S. Bell: Aimt Bonpland: un innovateur 
optimiste au sud-Bresil; S. Briffaud: Savants et thtologiens face 
au monde montagnard (1680-1 750); S. Daget, Etat provisoire 
June recherche collective et informatisbe: inventaire historique 
des toponymes ... sur la cbte occidentale d'Afrique (1454-1594); 
C. Deluz: Pre'misses mtdie'vales des grands dkcouvertes; B. 
Gautier: Les Bordelais a Terre-Neuve dans lapremitre moitit du 
XVIIe sitcle (1630-1660); J. Boutier: Les habits de 'l'indiatico'. 
Filippo Sassetti a Cochin (1583-1588);" M. Gambin: Mercator 
et 1' esprit des dtcouvertes; A. Guillerme: L'homme quidtcouvrit 
10 000 ttoiles. Nicolas de la Caille (1 713-1 762) et l'inventaire 
du ciel austral; Y. Krumenacker: Les de'couverts vues par les 
Protestants (XVle-XVlle sitcles); J. Paillard: Vrais et faux 
'explorateurs' a Madagascar a la veille de la colonisation; M. 
Sainson: Fran~ois de Salignac Fknelon, ce frls de Pe'rigord, 
devenu ce vaillant missionaire-explorateur en Nouvelle-France; 
D. Studnickigizbert: La guerre douce des Jksuites en Araucanie 
(Chili) auXVIe sitcle; L. Turgeon: PEcheurs basques en Amtrique 
septentrionale au XVIe sitcle, histoire et archtologie; A. 
Capitaine; Le themede l'Espagno1 et de l'lndien dans la litttrature 
poltmique fran~aise de la 2e moitit du 16e sitcle; J.J. Perraud: 
Chimiste ou thermodynamicien, seul l'espritprtpart acctde a la 
dtcouverte scientifique; M .  Dauzier: L'interprete, son rhle, et 
son statut a travers les textes de la conqugte du Mexique (Aude 
comparative mente a travers les textes des voyageurs du Moyen 
Age et les dtcouvreurs du Pacifrque); P. Ragon: La destruction 
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des Indiens: du pkchk contre nature a l'kchec de la grbce. 
Contact: SecrCtariat gCnCral, C. Pomeyrols, Histoire au Prksent, 
7 rue Marionneau, 33000 Bordeaux, France. 

June 4: A symposium in conjunction with the exhibit The 
Currency of Fame: Portrait Medals of the Renaissance, was 
held at the Frick Collection. Papers included: M. Pastoureau 
(Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris) (keynote speaker): The 
Medal, a New Kind of Art Form; J. Cunnally (Iowa State Univ.): 
Antiquarianism in the Imagery of the Italian Renaissance Medal; 
A. Stahl (American Numismatic Society): Mint and Medal in the 
Renaissance; J.C. Smith (Univ. of Texas, Austin): A Creative 
Moment: Thoughts on the Genesis of the German Portrait Medal; 
J. Woods-Marsden (Univ. of California, Los Angeles): The 
Medal Reverse at Court; L. Syson (British Museum): Consorts, 
Mistresses, and Exemplary Women: The Female Portrait on the 
Renaissance Medal in the Fifteenth Century; R. Waddington 
(Univ. of California, Davis): Reading MedalReverses; P. Attwood 
(British Museum): Problems of Attribution in XVIth Century 
Italian Medals; S.K. Scher (Frick Collection): Introduction to the 
Currency of Fame: Portrait Medals of theRenaissance. Contact: 
C. Wiesman, Education Dept., American Numismatic Society, 
Broadway at 155th Street, New York, NY 10032; 21 21234-3130; 
fax 2121234-3381. 

June 23-25: The Eighth Irish Conference of Medievalists met 
at St. Patrick's College, Maynooth. Papers included: C. Man- 
ning: The cathedralat Clonmacnoise-some new thoughts on its 
building history; S. Youngs: Early medieval Celtic metalwork 
'made in Britain': a case for the defense; C. Walsh: I993 
excavations at Christchurch Place Dublin; N. Whitfield: Fili- 
gree in Ireland from the tenth to the twelfh centuries; J .  Wood- 
ing: Zimmer, Ireland and the western seaways; M. Ryan: Irish 
early medieval patens; A. Buckley: Irish Davids? Representa- 
tions of music-making on Irish early Christian monuments in 
their insular and wider European contexts; K. Lynch: The 
neckless Christ-crucijied motif on a group of early Irish high 
crosses. 

July 4-7: Le Centre d'Etudes Historiques de Fanjeaux held its 
XXXe Session d'Histoire Religieuse du Midi which took as its 
theme La CathCdrale (XIIe-XIVe sikcles). Papers included: Y. 
Esquieu (Univ. de Provence): La cathkdrale et son quartier: 
problkmes de topographie dans les citks mkridionales; Q. Cazes 
(Toulouse): La cathkdrale de Toulouse et son quartier des 
chanoines; P. Amargier (Marseille): Marseille et sa Major; J.-L. 
Lemaitre (Ecole pratique des Hautes-Ctudes, Paris): Une 
cathkdrale en son fle: Maguelone; J.-A. DCrens (Brest): La 
cathkdrale et la ville: Maguelone-Montpellier (XIIIe et X N  
siecles); H. Millet (CNRS, Paris): Le clergk des cathkdrales du 
Midi; C. Freigang (Gottingen Univ.): Les rois, les kvEques, et les 
cathkdrales de Narbonne, Toulouse, et Rodez a lafin du XIIIe et 
au dkbut du XIVe siecles; H. Pradelier (Univ. de Toulouse-Le 
Mirail): Des kvgques britisseurs de cathkdrales?; A.-M. Hayez 
(CNRS, Avignon): Une cathkdrale a l'ombre de la curie: Notre- 
Dame-des-Doms d'Avignon au XNe siecle; J.-L. Gazzaniga 
(Univ. des Sciences Sociales, Toulouse): Les cathkdrales des 
nouveaux dioceses crkks par Jean XXII; P.-M. Gy (Institut 
catholique, Paris): La cathkdrale et la liturgie dans le Midi de la 
France; H .  Gilles (Univ. des Sciences Sociales, Toulouse): La 
cathkdrale dans les textes canoniques mkridionaux; J .  Verger 
(Ecole normale supCrieure, Paris): Les kcoles cathkdrales 
mkridionales. Etat de laquestion; M. Foumier (Univ. de Toulouse- 
Le Mirail): La cathkdrale et le culte des dkfuns en Languedoc 
occidental; R. Ryckebusch (Toulouse): Les chapellesparoissiales 

des cathkdrales; V. Lassalle (Ecole antique de Nimes): 
L'architecture des cathkdrales dans le Languedoc oriental et la 
vallkeduRhbne; M.-C. Lkonelli (Centre international dedocumen- 
tation et de recherche, Avignon): Les trbors des cathkdrales 
mkridionales. Conference proceedings are published in the 
Cahiers de Fanjeaux which may be ordered for 165 FF plus 40 
FF shipping. Contact: Colloques de Fanjeaux, Centre d'Etudes 
Historiques, F-11270 Fanjeaux (Aude), France. Telephone: 68- 
24-70-02 or 68-24-72-36 

July 11-13: A Colloquium was held on Le Roman de Fauvel: 
chronicle, allegory, music and image in Paris, B.N. f. fr. 146 
at the UniversitC de Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV). Papers included: 
A. Wathey (Royal Holloway, Univ. of London): Ge~ves du Bus, 
the Roman de Fauvel and the Politics of the later Capetian 
Court; E. Lalou (Archives nationales-IRHT): La chancellerie 
royal a la fin du rkgne de Philippe 1V le Bel; E. Dillon (Christ 
Church, Oxford Univ.): The profile ofphilippe V in the music of 
Le Roman deFauvel; E. Brown (CUNY Graduate College): Rex 
ioians, ionnes, iolis: LouisX, Philip V ,  andthe Livres deFauvel; 
N. F. Regalado (New York Univ.): Feasts of Goodand Evil: The 
chronique mktrique and the moral design of BN Ms Fr 146; J. 
Taylor (St. Hilda's Coll., Oxford Univ.): Le romain deFauvain: 
manuscript, text, image; L. Holford-Strevens (Oxford Univ. 
Press): The Latins dits of Geoffroi de Paris: an editio princeps; 
A. Butterlield (Univ. Coll., London): Refrainsand the revision of 
genre in the Roman deFauvel; W. Arlt (Musikwissenschaftliches 
Institut, Univ. Basel): Les chancons de Jean de L'Escurel; K. 
Brownlee (Univ. of Pennsylvania): Authorial self-representa- 
tion andliterary models in the RomandeFauvel; J.-C. Miihlethaler 
(Univ. de Lausanne): Discours de narrateur, discours de For- 
tune: Les enjeux d u n  changement de point de vue; M. Bent (All 
Souls Coll., Oxford Univ.): Considerations of chronology and 
style in some Fauvel motets; C. Page (Sidney Sussex Coll., 
Cambridge Univ.): The Roman de Fauvel and Johannes de 
Grocheio; A. Clark (Princeton Univ.): The Flowering of 
Charnalitkandthe Marriage ofFauvel; M. Davis (Mount Holyoke 
Coll.): Desespoir, Esperance and douce France: The new pal- 
ace, Paris, and the royal state; M. Kauffmann (Bodleian Library, 
Oxford Univ.): Satire, pictorial genre, and the illustrations in BN 
f. fr. 146; A. Stones (Univ. of Pittsburgh): The artistic contexts of 
FauvelandFauveyn; M. Camille (Univ. of Chicago): Hybridity, 
monstrosity and bestiality in the Roman de Fauvel; A.W. 
Robertson (Univ. of Chicago): Local chant readings and the 
Roman de Fauvel; S. Rankin (Emmanuel Coll., Cambridge 
Univ.): The Divine Truth of Scripture: Chant in the Roman de 
Fauvel; M. Huglo (Emeritus, CNRS): Le contexte folklorique et 
musical du charivari dans le Roman de Fauvel; J. Morin (Univ. 
of Maryland): Jehannot de Lescurel's chansons, Geofioi de 
Paris's dits, and the Process of Design in Paris, MSJ fr. 146; L. 
Welker (Univ. Erlangen): Some reflections on the polyphonic 
conductus in Fauvel. The papers are to be published by Oxford 
University Press. Contact Margaret Bent, All Souls College, 
Oxford University or Andrew Wathey, Royal Holloway, Univer- 
sity of London. 

Sept. 13-16: Artefacts from Wrecks: the archaeology of 
material culture from shipwrecks from the Late Middle Ages 
to the Industrial Revolution, sponsored by the Nautical Ar- 
chaeology Society, and the Society for Post-Medieval Archaeol- 
ogy, was held atthe National Museum of Wales. Papers included: 
C. Martin: Ships as integrated artefacts: the archaeological 
potential; K. Watson: A mid 16th-century assemblage from the 
Yarmouth Roads wreck; M. Redknap: The early I6th-century 
Cattewater wreck: the material culture of a partially excavated 
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site; P. Davey: The interpretation of clay pipe groups from 
wrecks; K. Vlierman: TheIJsselmeerpolders; a "reference book" 
for late medieval and early post-medieval wreck inventories; 
P.T. Craddock and D.R. Hook: Ingots from the sea: the British 
Museum collection explained; E. Besly, Coinage from post- 
medieval wrecks; S. Davis: Footwearfrom the wreck of a 16th- 
century Spanish Basque galleon; D.R.M. Gaimster: Rhenish 
stonewear from wrecks: an intercontinental survey; J. Adams: 
The Sea Venture: a case study; R.R. Brown: Arms and armoz!? 
from wrecks: an introduction; A. Hildred: The material culture 
of the Mary Rose as afrghting vessel; B. Bums: Wrecked on the 
ledge: a late 16th-century ship from Alderney. An interim report 
on thefrnds; M. Richards: Form, function, ownership: a study'of 
chests from Henry Vlll's warship Mary Rose (1545); P. Kleij: 
The identification of ship nationality from artefacts; K. Vlierman: 
The galley, galley utensils, and cooking, eating and drinking 
gear of an armed "'Tjalck" wrecked on the Zuider Zee in 1673; 
L. Einarsson: Aspects of artefacts from the Kronan (1676): 
categories, preservation and social structure; C. Martin: 
Cromwellian shipwreck off Duart Point, Mull. Contact: M. 
Redknap, Dept. of Archaeology and Numismatics, National 
Museum of Wales, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF1 3NP Wales. 

Sept. 12-15: Literacy in Medieval Celtic Societies was the 
theme of a conference sponsored by the University of Wales 
Board of Celtic Studies and held at the University of Wales, 
Bangor. Papers included: P. Sims-Williams (Univ. of Wales, 
Aberystwyth): The Uses of Writing in Early Medieval Wales; K. 
Forsyth (Jesus Coll., Oxford): Literacy in Pre-Norman Scotland: 
The Evidence of the Inscriptions; T. Charles Edwards (Corpus 
Christi Coll., Oxford): The Context and Uses ofLiteracy in Early 
Christian Ireland; D. Dumville (Univ. of Cambridge): Writers, 
Scribes and Readers in Brittany, A.D. 800-1100: The Evidence 
of Manuscripts; D. Thornton (Linacre Coll., Oxford): Orality, 
Literacy and Genealogy in Medieval Ireland and Wales; M. 
Haycock (Univ. of Wales, Aberystwyth): Reading, Writing and 
Poetry in Medieval Wales; C. Lloyd-Morgan (National Library 
of Wales): More Written A bout than Writing? Welsh Women and 
the Written Word; W. Davies (University Coll., London): Char- 
ter Writing and its Uses in Medieval Celtic Societies; N.-Y. 
Tonnerre (Univ. d'Angers): Celtic Literary Tradition and the 
Development of a Feudal Principality in Brittany; M.T. Flanagan 
(Queen's Univ., Belfast): Strategies of Lordship in Twelfih- 
Century Ireland: The Use of Charters; D. Broun (Univ. of 
Glasgow): Literacy in Twelfth- and Thirteenth-Century Scot- 
land; L.B. Smith (Univ. of Wales, Aberystwyth): Inkhorn and 
Spectacles in Late Medieval Wales; P. Kelly (Royal Irish Acad- 
emy): Language Competence and Literacy in Lute Medieval 
Ireland; R.J. Lyall (Univ. of Glasgow): Texts, Scribes and 
Readers in Luter Medieval Scotland; A. Carr (Univ. of Wales, 
Bangor): "This, my act and deed  : The Writing of Private Deeds 
in Lute Medieval Wales; K. Simms (Trinity Coll., Dublin): 
Literacy and theIrish Bards. Contact: H. Price, School of History 
and Welsh History, University of Wales, Bangor, Gwynedd 
LL57 2DG, Wales, (telephone: 0248-35 1 15 1 ;fax 0248-382759). 

Nov. 12: The Association Villard de Honnecourt held its 
Annual Co!loquium in Cambrai, France. Papers included: P de 
Vericourt: Villard architecte?; R. Pernoud: L'esprit et la main; 
travail manuel et intellectuel au Moyen Age; J. Gimpel: De 
l'architecte romain Vitruve a Villard de Honnecourt. Contact: J. 
Gimpel, President, Association Villard de H o M ~ c o ~ ~ ~ ,  1 1 Chelsea 
Embankment, London SW3 4LE UK. 

Periodicals and serials: 

Codex Aquilarensis, edited by the Centro de Estudios del 
Romanico, is aperiodical focused on medieval Iberia; past issues 
have concerned Alfonso VIII, painting restoration, and monas- 
teries. For information about orders or contributions, contact: 
Pedro Luis Huerta Huerta, Servicio de Publicaciones, Centro de 
Estudios del Romanico, Monasterio de Santa Maria de la Real, 
34800 Aguilar de Campo (Palencia), Spain; fax +34+79+ 125880. 

Early Medieval Europe, edited by T.S. Brown, Edward James, , 
Rosamond McKitterick, David Rollason and Alan Thacker, is a I 

new interdisciplinary journal published in April and September 
of each year. For information andlor a free sample issue, contact: 
Judy Higgins, Longman Higher Education, Longman House, 
Burnt Mill, Harlow, Essex CM2 2JE England. , 

Rural History: Economy, Society, Culture, published by Carn- 
bridge University Press, celebrates five years of publication in , 
1994. Rural History'sdefinition of its subject ignores traditional 
disciplinary boundaries to foster the cross-fertilization which is 
essential for an understanding of rural society. Published twice 
annually, it includes scholarly articles, bibliographic essays, 
book reviews, and notes and queries on current research. The 
editors are Liz Bellamy (Centre of East Anglian Studies, Univ. of 
East Anglia); Keith D.M. Snell (Dept. of English Local History, 
Univ. of Leicester); and Tom Williamson (Centre of East Anglian 
Studies, Univ. of East Anglia). For subscription information, 
contact: Journals Marketing Dept., Cambridge Univ. Press, 
FREEPOST*, The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 IBR, 
U.K.; or Cambridge Univ. Press, 40 W. 20th St., New York, NY 
10011-421 1. 

Oculi: Studies in the Arts of the Low Countries, is a series 
presenting a forum for historical research on the art of this region 
from the fourteenth century to the present. Contributions may 
favor different approaches, but the emphasis is on historical 
analysis rather than esthetics and the philosophy of art. This 
English-language series includes monographs as well as cata- 
logues and critical studies. Contact: John Benjamins Publishing 
Co., at 821 Bethlehem Pike, Philadelphia, PA 19 1 18 (telephone: 
21 51836 1200; fax 2 151836- 1204); or at Amsteldijk 44, P.O. Box 
75577, 1070 AN Amsterdam, Netherlands (telephone: 0201 
6738 156; fax 02016792956). 

Metalsmith, a nationally distributed art journal concerned with 
work based in metalsmithing and jewelry processes, is seeking 
proposals. Contact: Frank Lewis, Editor, Metalsmith, 2755 N. 
Murray Ave., Milwaukee, WI 5321 1. I 

Cultural Matrix: The Princeton Journal of Women. Gender 
and Culture is a forum for new research, criticism, theory, and I 
creative work in feminism and gender studies. Submissions are 
sought for a 1995 issue titled Feminist Legacies: Agency, 
Victimhood, and Interpretive Strategies. In feminist scholarship, 
social analysis, and creative undertakings, what kinds of knowl- 
edge do we seek from the past? What kinds of narratives do we 
construct? Can we transcend the dichotomy of victimhood and 
agency? Send manuscript or abstract (2 copies) and SASE to: C. 

. . 

Cupples or H. Hadlock, Program in Women's Studies, 113 
Dickinson Hall, Princeton Univ., 08544; 60912585430; fax: 6091 
253- 1833; e-mail: matrix@princeton.edu. 
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HMGS Military and Naval History Forum Proceedings is a 
new annual publication sponsored by the Historical Miniatures 
Gaming Society, a nonprofit association dedicated to the promo- 
tion of the military miniatures hobby and the scholarly study of 
military and naval history. Papers submitted for the volume may 
consider any aspect of military history, technology, or culture in 
any historical time period. Accepted papers may be read at the 
annual Forum, held in conjunction with the HMGS-East Cold 
Wars convention in March in Lancaster, PA. All submissions to 
the Forum are subjected to peer review, with readers from both 
the academic and the military community. The deadline for 
papers for the 1995 volume is 1 December 1994. Contact: M. 
Birdseye, Director of Graduate Studies and Editor, Military and 
Naval History Forum, School of Business, Augusta College, 
2500 Walton Way, Augusta, GA 30904. *:* 

ACTIVITIES . . . PAST, PRESENT 
AND FUTURE 
This column reports activities relevant to the interdisciplinary 
interests of AVISTA members. The list is selective rather than 
comprehensive, and will not replace reports of activities pub- 
lished by professional societies of the various disciplines repre- 
sented by AVISTA members. Neither will it always constitute 
due notice of an activity, because of AVISTA FORUM'S bian- 
nual publication schedule. On the other hand, scholars may be 
informed of activities that their own professional groups do not 
report. The purpose of the column is to facilitate the exchange of 
information and ideas across the boundaries of various disci- 
plines. Please send reports of activities to the News Editor. Items 
are not necessarily listed in chronological order. Activities cited 
under RECENT AND FORTHCOMING PAPERS will not be 
repeated here. 

Apr. 13-16: The Second International Conference on Cast 
Iron Art was held at Sloss Furnace National Historical Land- 
mark and the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Contact: P. 
Wainwright: 2051324-191 1. 

June 5: Jan van Eyck's Annunciation was the focus of a sympo- 
sium at the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, in conjunc- 
tion with a small exhibition about the painting and its recent 
cleaning. Contact. K. Binswanger: 2021842-61 82. 

June 10-12: Petrus Christus: Renaissance Master of Bruges 
was a symposium at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in conjunc- 
tion with an exhibit with the same title. The symposium consid- 
ered artistic production in fifteenth-century Bruges, the legacy of 
Jan van Eyck and Petrus Christus, and lost, reconstructed, and 
restored paintings. Contact: Education, Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, 1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10028; 2121570-3710. 

July 4-6: Gender and Material Culture from Prehistory to 
the Present was held at Exeter University. Topics included: 
Image and Gender Identity; Gender and Technology; Ritual, 
Religion, and Burial; andBody Ornament and Clothing. Contact: 
L. Hurcombe or M. Donald, Dept. of History and Archaeology; 
Univ. of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4QH U.K.; fax: 0392-264377; e- 

mail: l.m.hurcombe@queens.exeter.ac.uk. 

Aug. 6-7: Albrecht Diirer and Cultural Transformations in 
Sixteenth-Century Germany was an international symposium 
held at the University of Melbourne, Australia in conjunction 
with an exhibition of Diirer prints: Albrecht Diirer in the Collec- 
tion of the National Gallery of Victoria, and coinciding with the 
first complete publication of these holdings. The cross-disciplin- 
ary symposium considered the significance and origins of the 
collection and examined Diirer's role as a visual artist within a 
broad understanding of the social, political, and cultural changes 
that typify his environment. Contact: D. Eichenberger, Dept. of 
Fine Arts, or C. Zike, Dept. of History, Univ. of Melbourne, 
Parkville, Victoria, 3052, Australia. 

Aug. 15-19: The Fifteenth International Radiocarbon Con- 
ference was held at the Royal Scottish Academy of Art. Themes 
included radiocarbon in archaeology and the reconstruction of 
past environments. Contact: M. Smith, Dept. of Statistics, Univ. 
of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QW, Scotland; (041) 3398855 ext. 
5024. 

Sept. 1-4: The Organ of Classical Antiquity: The Aquincum 
Organ, 228 AD convened at the Institute for Musicology of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences (HAS). This conference in- 
cluded presentations on the ancient Greek hydraulos, its history, 
excavation, reconstruction, conservation, structure, and sound; 
panel discussions; concerts; an excursion to Aquincum to view 
the world's only extant water organ; and visits to archaeological 
sites. Contact: HAS, Budapest, Tincsics Mihaly utca 7, H- 10 14 
Hungary; or E. Szonntag, P.O. Box 5393, Indian Rocks Beach, 
FL 34935; telephone and fax: 813-974-6633. 

Sept 21-25: Healing, Magic and Belief in Europe, Fifteenth- 
Twentieth Centuries: New Perspectives was the title of a 
conference held at the University of Amsterdam. Contact: M. 
Gijswift-Hofstra, Dept. of History, Univ. ofhsterdarn, Spulstraat 
1345, 101 2 VB Amsterdam, Netherlands. 

Sept. 22-24: Contact, Crossover, Continuity was the theme of 
the Fourth Biennial Symposium of the Textile Society of America, 
held at the University of California, Los Angeles. A wide range 
of textiles that have changed over time as a result of external 
influences were discussed. Contact: P. Anawalt, Center for the 
Study of Regional Dress, Fowler Museum of Cultural History, 
405 Hilgard Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90024; 3 101206-7005; fax: 
31012067007; or L.W. Mackie, Textile Dept., Royal Ontario 
Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto, Ont. M5S 2C6; 4161586- 
8055; fax: 41615865863. 

Sept. 23-25: TheMedieval Association of the Midwest (MAM) 
held its Tenth Annual Meeting at Emporia State University, 
Emporia, KS. The keynote speaker was John Leyerle (Univ. of 
Toronto). MAM publishes proceedings volumes of its annual 
meetings and a newsletter, Nuntia. For membership informa- 
tion, contact: Robert T. Kindrick, Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs (Executive Secretary,MAM), The University 
of Montana, Missoula, MT 598 12. 

Oct.: The second meeting of the ongoing symposium, Cities on 
the Sea, was hosted in Nicosia by the Cyprus-American Ar- 
chaeological Research Institute (CAARI). The theme was the 
role of the sea in the life of Cyprus and the Eastern Mediterranean 
from prehistoric times through the end of the Middle Ages. 
Topics included: seafaring, ship construction, trade, history, 
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archaeology, and geology. Contact: S. Swiny, Director, CAARI, 
11 A. Demetriou St., Nicosia 136, Cyprus; fax: 357-2-461 147. 

Oct. 1 1-15: Archaeological Remains: In Situ Preservation, a 
conference organized by the ICOMOS International Committee 
on Archaeological Heritage Management (ICAHM), was held in 
Montrkal; with the intention of examining in situ preservation of 
archaeological remains in the perspective of site development. 
Contact: ICAHM Montrkal 1994, c/o R.R. Dandavino, SHDU- 
Ville de Montrkal, 303 rue Notre-Dame Est, 5th Floor, Montrkal, 
Qukbec H2Y 3Y8, Canada; 5141872-7531: fax: 5141872-0024: 
e-mail: icahm@icomos.org. 

Oct. 13-15: The History of Science Society held its annual 
meeting in New Orleans. Contact: HSS Executive Office; Clark 
Elliott, University Archives, Harvard Univ. Library, Cambridge 
MA 02138; or Richard Kremer, Dept. of History, Dartmouth 
College, Hanover, NH 03784. 

Oct. 13-16: The Society for Utopian Studies held its Nineteenth 
Annual Conference in Toronto. SUS is an international, interdis- 
ciplinary organization devoted to the study of literary, social, and 
communal expressions of utopianism. Contact: K. Roemer, En- 
glish Dept., Univ. of Texas at Arlington, Arlington, TX 76019- 
0035; 8 171273-2692. 

Oct 14-15: The Thirty-third Annual Midwest Mediaeval 
History Conference was held at Wright State University in 
Dayton, Ohio. Contact: M. Arbagi or K. Workman, Dept. of 
History, Wright State Univ., Dayton, OH 45435. 

Oct. 19-22: Gothic Art in Slovenia, an international sympo- 
sium, was held at the University of Ljubljana. Speakers included: 
Erno Marosi, Gerhard Schmidt, Artur Rosenauer, Horst 
Schweigert, Mario Schwarz, Janez Hofler, Andrea del Marchi, 
and Natasa Golob. Contact: J. Hofler or N. Golob, Univ. of 
Ljubljana, Art History, Askerceva 12,6 1000Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

Oct. 20-23: The Twentieth Annual Byzantine Studies Con- 
ference was held at the University of Michigan. Contact: T. 
Thomas, Kelsey Museum of Archaeology, Univ. of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1309. 

Oct. 21-22: Contextualizing the Renaissance was the theme of 
the Twenty-eighth Annual Conference of the Center for Medi- 
eval andRenaissance Studies at the State University of New York 
at Binghamton. Speakers included: Louis Montrose, Sarah Hanley, 
Jean Howard, David Quint, and Keith Moxey. Contact: A.H. 
Tricomi, Conference Coordinator, Binghamton Univ., P.O. Box 
6000, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000. 

Oct. 21-22: The Twenty-first Saint Louis Conference on 
Manuscript Studies was held at the Pius XI1 Memorial Library 
at St. Louis University. This conference concerned: codicology, 
paleography, cataloguing projects, illuminations, textual work, 
and computer applications. Contact: Conference Committee, 
Manuscripta, Pius XI1 Memorial Library, St. Louis Univ., 3650 
Lindell Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63108. 

Oct. 21-23: Nicholas of Cusa's De coniecturis (c. 1444) was the 
focus of the Fifth Biennial Conference of the American Cusanus 
Society in Gettysburg, PA. Contact: G. Christianson, Gettysburg 
Lutheran Seminary, Gettysburg, PA 17325. 

Nov. 3-5: Imaging the Past: Electronic Imaging and Com- 
puter Graphics in Museums and Archaeology was a confer- 
ence held at the British Museum, to provide a forum for exchange 
of ideas among educators, gallery designers, researchers, and 
excavators to share experience and expertise on the use of 
electronic imaging and computer graphics in archaeology and 
museum work. Contact: P. Mains or T.Higgins, Dept. of Scien- 
tific Research, The British Museum, Great Russell St., London 
WClB 3DG, U.K.; +44 71 323 895918953; fax: +44 7 1 323 8276; 
e-mail: ezbmplm@ulcc.ac.uk. 

Nov. 3-6: Early Modern Culture 1450-1850 was the theme of 
the second annual meeting of the Group for Early Modem 
Cultural Studies in Rochester, NY. Contact: T. DiPiero, Dept. of 
Modem Languages and Cultures, 303 Gaven Hall, Univ. of 
Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627; e-mail: gemcs@dbl.cc. 
rochester.edu. 

Nov. 4-5: "Remember Me": Shakespeare and the Arts of 
Memory was the subject of a Fall Weekend Faculty Seminar led 
by Stephen Greenblatt (Univ. of California, Berkeley) at the 
Folger Institute, addressing the classical and medieval arts of 
memory, Renaissance sculptural and verse memorials, the Chris- 
tian practice of anamnesis, communal self-fashioning through 
memory, traumatic memory, and memory in Shakespeare. Con- 
tact: The Folger Institute, 201 East Capitol St. SE, Washington 
DC 20003- 1094; 2021544-4600. 

Nov. 4-5: Editing Texts from the Age of Erasmus was the 
focus of a conference at the University of Toronto, cosponsored 
by Wilfrid Laurier University. Contact: D. Galbraith, Dept. of 
English, VictoriaColl., 73 Queen's Park Crescent, Toronto, Ont., 
M5S 1K7, Canada. 

Nov. 5-6: Reconstructing the Past: The Myth of the Medieval 
was the topic of the Seventh Annual Conference of the Depart- 
ment of Architectural History at the University of Virginia. 
Scholars addressed methods by which medieval architecture has 
been understood and mythologized, from the time of its concep- 
tion through the present. The conference also included visits to 
medieval-revival buildings in Virginia. Contact: Dept. of Archi- 
tectural History, School of Architecture, Univ. of Virginia, 
Campbell Hall, Charlonesville, VA 22903; 80412941428. 

Nov. 12-14: Painted Wood: History and Conservation, a 
symposium sponsored by the Wooden Artifacts Group of the 
American Institute for the Conservation of Historic and Artistic 
Works (AIC), was held in Williamsburg, Virginia. Contact: 
Valerie Dorge, 3 101822-2299. 

Dec. 3: Alternative Realities: Medieval and Renaissance 
Inquiries into the Nature of the World was the subject of the 
Fourteenth Barnard College Medieval-Renaissance Conference. 
Contact: A. Ansani, Dept. of Italian, or C.R. Coats, Dept. of 
French, Barnard College, 3009 Broadway, New York, NY 10027. 

Dec. 3: Parents and Children in the Middle Ages was the 
subject of a day-colloquium offered by the Centre for Late 
Antique and Medieval Studies (CLAMS) at King's College 
London. Contact: CLAMS, School of Humanities, King's Col- 
lege London, Strand, London WClR 2LS, U.K. 
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at-large are available to faculty members. Contact: The Folger 
Institute, 201 East Capitol St. SE, Washington DC 20003- 1094; 
2021544-4600. 

Spring: Seminars at the Folger Institute: Researching the 
Renaissance with Leeds Barroll (Univ. of Maryland, Baltimore 
County); Art and Humanist Culture at the Time of Lorenzo the 
Magnificent with Charles Dempsey (Johns Hopkins Univ.); 
Encounters with Antiquity: The Search for the Past and the Art 
of History from the Renaissance to the Enlightenment with 
Donald R. Kelly (Rutgers University); Historical Difference1 
Sexual Difference with Phyllis Rackin (Univ. of Pennsylvania); 
and The Spectacle of the Court: The Stuart Masque with Jerzy 
Limon (Univ. of Gdansk). Contact: The Folger Institute, 201 East 
Capitol St. SE, Washington DC 20003-1094; 2021544-4600. 

Jan. 28-29: Historians of British Art will hold a members' 
conference in San Antonio, TX. Sessions will include "The 
Relationship between Methodology and Subject Matter." New 
members are welcome. Contact: J. Lamb, Ohio Univ., Seigfred 
Hall, Athens, OH 45701; 8001766-8278; fax: 6141593-0457. 

Jan. 3 1: The Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of 
Liverpool will present a seminar led by John Doran (Liverpool) 
on History of the Papacy. 

Mar. 3 and 14: The Centre for Medieval Studies at the Univer- 
sity of Liverpool will present a seminar led by Pauline Stafford 
(Huddersfield) on Women and Power in Eleventh-Century En- 
gland. 

Mar. 16-1 8: Material London, ca. 1600, the Spring Conference 
at the Folger Institute, will investigate the material structures and 
practices that distinguished London at the time of Shakespeare's 
theatrical career. An international panel of speakers will repre- 
sent the fields of social, intellectual, urban, agrarian, literary, and 
architectural history as well as archaeology and urban anthropol- 
ogy. N.E.H. grants-at-large are available to faculty members. 
Contact: The Folger Institute, 201 East Capitol St. SE, Washing- 
ton DC 20003- 1094; 2021544-4600. 

Mar. 25: The Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of 
Liverpool will present a dayschool on Medieval Costume ar- 
ranged by Pauline Rushton of National Museums and Galleries 
on Merseyside. 

Mar. 30-Apr. 1: The Medieval Academy of America will hold 
its Annual Meeting in Boston, hosted by Boston College, Harvard 
University, Tufts University, and Wellesley College. Contact: L. 
Wenger, Executive Director, Medieval Academy of America, 

,I 1430 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138. 

4 Mar. 30-Apr.2: The Annual Conference of the Renaissance 

1 Society of America will be hosted by the National Office in New 
York City. The Josephine Waters Bennett lecturer will be John 

] OIMalley (Weston School of Theology). Contact: L. Schwartz, 
; RSA, 24 West 12th St., New York, NY 1001 1; 2121998-3797; 

fax: 21219954205. 1 
1 Apr. 5-6: Contextualizing Writing by Early Modern Women 

will be the subject of a Fall Weekend Faculty Seminar led by 1 Barbara Kiefer Lewalski (Harvard Univ.) at the Folger Institute, 
attempting to bring the voices of Renaissance women to bear on 
such issues as the ideology of absolutism and patriarchy, the 
formation of subjectivity, the forms of authorial self-fashioning, 
and the power of social and cultural institutions. N.E.H. grants- 

Apr. 7-8: Earthly and Spiritual Love in the Middle Ages-will 
be the theme of the Twenty-second Annual Sewanee Mediaeval 
Colloquium. The keynote lecturer will be Joan Ferrante. To 
submit apaper for consideration for inclusion: submit two copies 
of the paper, no more than ten double-spaced pages in length and 
complete with end notes, and a brief cumculum vitae with home 
and office telephone numbers, by 10 January 1995 to: Sewanee 
Medieval Colloquium, Walsh Hall, The University of the South, 
Sewanee, TE 37383- 1000. Only papers written forthiscolloquium 
will be considered; all papers must relate to the theme in some 
way; and submitted papers must be in the exact form the author 
intends to read. Contact: above address, or 6 151598- 153 1. 

Apr. 19-2 1: Medieval Queens and Queenship will be the focus 
of an International Conference organized by the Centre for Late 
Antique and Medieval Studies (CLAMS) at King's College 
London. Contact: CLAMS, School of Humanities, King's Col- 
lege London, Strand, London WClR 2LS, U.K. 

Apr. 21-22: The Sixteenth Medieval Forum will be sponsored 
by the Medieval Studies Council at Plymouth State College. 
Papers are invited on any aspect of medieval studies. Both papers 
by specialists and discussions of general interest to teachers and 
students are welcome. Individuals proposing groups, roundtables 
or workshops must assure the organizers of the participation of 
the other individuals involved. Papers will be limited to 20 
minutes with a following 10-minute discussion period. Proposals 
should be submitted by 15 December 1994; acceptances will be 
notified by 15 February 1995. The keynote speaker will be Philip 
Cronenwett (Dartmouth College). Contact: M. Marquez-Ster- 
ling, Director, Medieval Studies Council, Plymouth State Col- 
lege, USNH, Plymouth, NH 03264; 6031535-2425 or 2542. 

Apr. 29: The Centre for Medieval Studies at the University of 
Liverpool will present a field trip to Norman Churches and 
Church Sites in Cheshire, led by Alan Thacker. 

May 12-14: The Women and Gender in ScienceQuestion will 
be the focus of a conference at the University of Minnesota, 
bringing together historians, philosophers, sociologists and oth- 
ers interested in current research on women and gender in 
science. Presenters will include scholars who recognise that 
women have engaged in science and technology throughout 
history and seek to understand how women's participation has 
been taken and understood, promoted and discouraged, envi- 
sioned and realized. It will also involve those who explore how 
women's absence and the dominance of men in science have had 
an impact on the processes and outcomes of scientific experimen- 
tation and theorizing. Contact: L. Graven at 6121625-9023; fax 
61216261623; e-mail lgraven@maroon.tc.umn.edu. Further in- 
formation about registration will be available after 1 January 
1995. 

May 19-20: Places of Commemoration, Search for Identity 
and Landscape Design is the theme of a symposium sponsored 
by the Center for Studies in Landscape Architecture at Dumbarton 
Oaks. Contributors may explore the commemorative expres- 
sions of processes of any period, culture, or geographic setting. 
Contact: Center for Studies in Landscape Architecture, Dumbarton 
Oaks, 1703 32 St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20007. 
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May 2&27: Europe: Cradle of Humanism and the Reforma- 
tion is the title of the Fifth International Thomas More Sympo- 
sium and meeting of the Amici Thomae Mori in Mainz, Ger- 
many. Deadlineforproposals: November 1. Contact: H. Boventer, 
Thomas-Morus Gesellschaft, Hubertushohe 9, Bensberg, D- 
5 1429 Bergisch Gladbach, Germany. 

June 3: La grand aventure de la decouverte du monde au 
Moyen Age, a colloquium sponsored by the Centre d'Etudes 
MCdiCvales de 1'UniversitC de Picardie - Jules Verne (Amiens), 
will be held at Porto. The languages of the colloquium will be 
German, English, and French. The proceedings will be published 
in the series Wodan. Deadline for submissions: 15 December 
1994. Contact: D. Buschinger, 93 Mail Albert ler, F 80000 
Amiens, France; telephone: 22.92.24.95; fax: 22.92.97.60; or W. 
Spiewok, Am G ~ n l a n d  6a D 17489 Greifswald, Germany; 
telephone: (38-34) 82.36.76. 

July 2-7: The Fifteenth Century is the theme of an International 
Congress in Salzburg, Ausma. Contact: U. Miiller, Germanistik, 
Univ. Salzburg, Akademiestr. 20, A-5020 Salzburg; and E. E. 
DuBruck, Fifteenth Century Symposium, Marygrove College, 
Detroit, MI 48221. 

July 1&13: International Medieval Congress sponsored by the 
International Medieval Institute, will take place at the University 
of Leeds. Contact: S. Ford or K.H. Wick, International Medieval 
Congress, International Medieval Institute, Parkinson Building 
1,03, The University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, U.K.; telephone: 
+44 (532) 333614; fax: +44 (532) 333616; e-mail: 
k.h.wick@leeds.ac.uk. 

July 30 - Aug. 5: Old and New Ways in the Study of Anglo- 
Saxon Culture, the Seventh Meeting of the International Society 
of Anglo-Saxonists, will be held at Stanford University. Contact: 
G.P. Brown, Dept. of English, Stanford Univ., Stanford, CA 
943052087; 4151723-3014; fax: 4151725-0755; e-mail: 
brown@leland.stanford.edu. 

Aug. 2-9: The Eighth International Colloquium of the Societe 
Internationale pour I'Etude du Theltre Medieval will be held 
in Toronto. Contact: Organizing Committee, SITM, c/o REED, 
150 Charles St. West, Toronto, Ont., M5S 1K9 Canada. 

Aug. 27 - Sept. 3: The Transmission of Learning and the 
Creation of Universities will be the subjectof the next colloquium 
of the International Commission for the History of Universities, 
to be held in Montr6al in conjunction with the Congress of the 
International Committee of Historical Sciences. Submissions of 
twenty-minute papers and a brief resume should be sent by 1 
December 1994 to: S. Lusignan, Dept. d'Ctudes mCdiCvales, 
Univ. de MontrCal, C.P. 6128, Succ. A, QuCbec, H3C 3J7 
Canada. 

Oct. 7: Frontiers in the Medieval World will be the subject of 
an international conference sponsored by the London Society for 
Medieval Studies at the Institute for Historical Research. Con- 
tact: Hon. Secretary, The London Society for Medieval Studies, 
The Institute for Historical Research, Senate House, Malet St., 
London WClE 7HU. U.K. 

Oct. 26-29: The Sixteenth Century Studies Conference will be 
held in San Francisco in conjunction with the Annual Meeting of 
the Society for Confraternity Studies. Papers are invited for 

sessions on Confraternities and Sexuality, Confraternities and 
Social Responsibility, and Open Topics; the deadline for propos- 
als is 1 April 1995. Contact: N. Terpstra, c/o Villa I Tatti, Via di 
Vincigliata 26, 50135 Florence, Italy; fax 39-55603-383. 

Oct. 31 - Nov. 1: Les relations entre L'Angleterre et le 
continent dans la culture medievale acolloquium sponsored by 
the Centre d'Etudes MCdiCvales de 1'UniversitC de Picardie - 
Jules Verne (Amiens), will be held at Mont-St.-Michel. The 
languages of the colloquium will be German, English, and 
French. The proceedings will be published in the series Wodan. 
Deadline for submissions: 15 December 1994. Contact: D. 
Buschinger, 93 Mail Albert ler, F 80000 Amiens, France; tele- 
phone: 22.92.24.95; fax: 22.92.97.60; or W. Spiewok, Am 
Griinland 6a D 17489 Greifswald, Germany; telephone: (38-34) 
82.36.76. 

. i 

Mar. 7-10: De-Centring the Renaissance: Canada and Eu- 
rope in Multi-Disciplinary Perspective 1350-1700 will be held 
at the University of Toronto. Contact: G. Warkentin, Centre for 
Reformation & Renaissance Studies, Victoria Univ. (Univ. of 
Toronto), Toronto, Ont., M5S 1K7 Canada. 

Mar. 28-30: The Annual Meeting of the Midwest Art History 
Society will be held in Cleveland. Contact: E.J. Olszewski, Dept. 
of Art History and Art, Case Western Reserve Univ., 10900 
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, OH 44106-71 10. 

Apr. 18-2 1 : The Annual Conference of the Renaissance Soci- 
ety of America will be hosted by the Renaissance Studies 
Department of Indiana University in Bloomington. The Josephine 
Waters Bennett lecturer will be Janet Cox-Rearick (Hunter ' 

College, CUNY). The Program Committee invites abstracts for 
papers on all subjects in Renaissance Studies, as well as propos- 
als for panels. The deadline for submissions is 15 March 1995. 
Contact: G. Maiorino, Director, RSA Program Committee, Re- 
naissance Studies, Indiana Univ., Ballantine Hall 402, 
Bloomington, IN 47405; 8121855-7070; fax: 8121855-2688. 

July: Anglo-Saxon Christianity and its Legacy, a major inter- 
national conference to commemorate the 1400th anniversary of 
St. Augustine's mission toBritain,and sponsored by theLiverpoo1 a 

Centre for Medieval Studies, the University of Liverpool, La 
Sapienza University in Rome and University College Dublin, 
will be held in Liverpool. 

Exhibits: 

Hans Memling: Five Centuries of Reality and Fiction is at the 
Groeningenmuseum in Bruges from 12 August to 15 November 
1994. In addition to works on loan from museums in Europe, 
Australia and the U.S., the exhibit evokes the life, work, and 
times of Memling in late medieval Bmges by including a display 
of domestic utensils, furniture, metalwork, tapestries, clothing, 
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drawings and documentary records, as well as sculpture and 
paintings by Memling's contemporaries. The exhibit is open 
daily from 10 AM to 9 PM. Contact: 32(0)50-34.79.59. 

At the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, the permanent display, 
Illuminated Manuscripts at the Chester Beatty Library is 
open Tuesday-Friday, 10 AM to 5 PM, Saturday 2 PM to 5 PM. 

Gothic Art in Slovenia was at the National Gallery in Ljubljana, 
April-August, 1994; the two-volume catalogue is available in 
Slovene and German. Cistercian Manuscripts from Sitticum 
was at the same museum in April and May; the catalogue, by Otto 
Maze1 and Natasa Golob, is also available in Slovene and 
German. 

Himmel, Holle, Fegefeuer. Das Jenseits im Mittelalter, orga- 
nized by the Schniitgen Museum, was at the Josef Haubrich- 
Kunsthall in Cologne June-August, 1994; a catalogue is avail- 
able. 

Heinrich der Lowe und seine Zeit. Herrschaft und 
Reprasentation der Welfen 1125-1235 will be at the Burg 
Dankwarderobe in Braunschweig from 6 August to 12 Novem- 
ber 1995. 

The Art of Islam will be on display at the Minneapolis Institute 
of Arts 18 June to 4 December 1994. Also at the Minneapolis 
Institute: The Ancient Art of Fresco, from 10 September 1994 
to 8 January 1995. 

Kurdish Tribal Rugs of the Senneh Tradition is on display at 
the Cincinnati Art Museum through 1 1 December 1994. 

1 The medieval collection of the Historisches Museum in Speyer ' reopened in March, 1994. A new catalogue of the collection by 
I Meinrad Maria Grewenig is available from Hatje-Vedag in 

Stuttgart for DM 35. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE 
AVISTA LIBRARY 
The AVISTA library contains books, articles, and unpublished 
materials contributed by AVISTA members and others. Housed 
in the Quaker Collection of Magill Library, Haveiford College, 
Haveiford, PA 19041, the published items may be borrowed by 
writing to James Gulick, Reference Librarian. Unpublished 
material may be consulted in Magill Library. For a complete 
listing of the collection, consult previous issues of AVISTA 
Forum. Members are encouraged to make use of the collection 
and to contribute copies of their writings. Please send copies of 
works to the attention of the Editor. 

Michel Huglo, review of Busard, Hubertus L.L. Jordanus de 
Nemore. De Elementis Arithmeticae artis. A Medieval Trea- 
tise on Number Theory. Part I: Text and Paraphrase. Part 11: 
Conspectus siglorum and Critical apparatus. Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner Verlag, 199 1.372 + 188 p, fig., DM 138, forthcoming in 
Scriptorium 1994. 

I Join AVISTA I 
I 

Membership application - includes subscription to AVISTA FORUM. I 
I I Name: 

I 
I 

I Address: I 
I I 
I I 
I Send check, payable to AVISTA, to Richard Sundt, Art History Dept., Univ. of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403 1 
( Individual members: $20 per year. Past issues of AVISTA FORUM available at 1 
1 Libraries and institutions: $25 per year. $3.00 to members and $6.00 to non-members 1 
I Students, retired, unemployed: $15 per year. and institutions. I 
1 *Please make foreign checks in US dollars, payable at a bank with an American Branch. I 
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